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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

Study purpose, objectives, and research questions

DNV carried out the MA19C08-B-NRNCMKT Massachusetts Non Residential New Construction (NRNC) Market
Characterization Study (NRNC Study) for the Massachusetts Program Administrators (PAs) and Energy Efficiency Advisory
Council (EEAC) Consultants from May 2019 to February 2021. The study’s overall objectives were as follows:
1.

Assess and/or inform Industry Standard Practices (ISPs) where possible based on the data collection. This
includes updating the interior lighting power density (LPD) adjustment factor developed through prior code compliance
studies, as well as the analysis of other envelope, mechanical, and electrical measures to identify other ISPs where
supported by the NRNC data.

2.

Assess energy code compliance for select code measures. This study did not assess building-level energy code
compliance for each site. Instead, evaluators gathered building practice data for a select subset of measures and
assessed code compliance for those measures, normalized to estimate compliant square footage where possible.

1.2

Methodology overview

Prior code compliance studies conducted by the DNV team in Massachusetts concluded that interior lighting ISP was
significantly better than code requirements, resulting in adjustments to lighting baselines in PA program design and
evaluation studies. This study was designed to gather additional building practice data for the 2015 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC 2015), to update lighting ISP and explore whether additional baseline adjustments are warranted
for NRNC.
This study was conducted in two phases. Phase 1 included a literature review of prior compliance studies and PA programs
and engaged the PAs, EEAC, and other stakeholders to achieve a consensus that the primary focus of this study should be
on informing ISPs versus a full energy code compliance study. Phase 2 executed the recruitment, data collection, and
analysis of site-level data from a representative sample of NRNC buildings permitted under IECC 2015 to assess NRNC
ISPs. The DNV team recruited 38 municipal building departments to participate in the study and reviewed construction
drawings for 55 sites permitted between January 1, 2017 and October 31, 2019, gathering building envelope, mechanical,
and lighting details to assess ISPs and measure-level code compliance.

1.3

Implications

The study conclusions regarding ISPs should be integrated into program planning, design, and evaluation to adjust measure
baselines to reflect the best available data regarding standard practices for NRNC. The specific measures for which ISP
adjustments can be made from this study are detailed in the following section.

1.4
1.4.1

Conclusions, recommendations, considerations, and guidance for future
research
Conclusions

The analysis and results of this study support the following conclusions:
1.

Current standard practice is better than code for many of the measures examined in this study. Clear indications of ISP
were found for the following measures:
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•

Interior LPD. The DNV team determined that interior LPD design was 0.60 ± 0.08 of the code requirements (40%
better than code) for buildings permitted under IECC 2015.

•

Exterior LPD. The DNV team examined exterior lighting design and found that standard practice for exterior
lighting design was 0.67 ± 0.10 of the code requirements (33% better than code) for buildings permitted under
IECC 2015.

•

Boilers. The NRNC Study found that standard practice for boilers is to specify condensing boilers, while the code
efficiency levels reflect a baseline of a non-condensing boiler. The study results suggest that the median boiler
specified in NRNC are 15% better than code requirements. As an example, for boilers, where the code minimum
rated efficiency is 80%, the ISP rating is 92% (80% x 1.15).

•

Heat pumps. Standard practice for heat pumps was observed to be better than code, suggesting that the median
ineligible specified heat pump is 3% and 6% better than code for cooling and heating respectively. The ISP
efficiency is the product of the code minimum rated efficiency and the respective better than code value.
Additional implementation details are beyond the scope of this study and may require further collaboration
between implementers and evaluators.

•

Warm air furnaces and direct expansion (DX) AC. The median units for both of these equipment types were

•

Chillers. The median unit was determined to be specified 1% better than code. This finding will be combined with

determined to be specified at code.
additional research in a Chiller ISP research memo which will be published shortly.
2.

Mechanical equipment is largely compliant with the energy code efficiency requirements, though compliance is difficult
to assess for mechanical equipment controls. This is consistent with prior code compliance study findings and reflects
the market aligning with the code such that it is difficult to purchase equipment that does not comply with code
requirements. For mechanical equipment controls, the presence of controls can be identified, but this study was not
designed to provide insights regarding control commissioning or operations, key components of successful control
strategies. ISPs developed from this study are based on stated equipment efficiencies from construction drawings.
Actual equipment and controls performance cannot be determined from plan review and would require on-site
evaluation.

3.

Opportunities remain for improving code compliance and assessing building performance. While this study focused on
individual measures in lieu of whole building compliance, opportunities remain to improve compliance for select
measures such as slab insulation/thermal break requirements, air barrier documentation, and daylighting. Additionally,
many benefits of code compliant systems rely on proper installation of components and system commissioning,
particularly for controls and envelope sealing/insulation requirements, which were not assessed as part of this study.

4.

The recruitment approach in this study effectively mitigated self-selection bias and provides results reflective of the
NRNC market. Prior code compliance studies likely suffered from self-selection bias in that building designers and
owners who are knowingly not adhering to code could decline participation. The NRNC Study mitigated this bias by
recruiting directly from municipal building departments and ensuring that sites included in the study represented a broad
range of municipalities.

1.4.2

Recommendations

The DNV team makes the following recommendations based on data collected, results, and conclusions from the study:
1.

Based on the results of this study, we recommend adoption of the ISP values summarized in Table 1-1. The product of
a code adjustment factor and the code specified minimum efficiency yields the ISP baseline efficiency to be used for
calculating savings. These values reflect the best available ISP data.
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Table 1-1. Recommended ISP code adjustment factors 1

Equipment Type

Recommended
Code Adjustment
Factor

Notes

Interior lighting

0.60

Applicable to the IECC 2015 values. Apply factor to code
specified maximum LPD.

Exterior lighting

0.67

Applicable to the IECC 2015 values. Apply factor to code
specified maximum LPD.

Hot water boilers

1.15

Apply factor to the code specified minimum efficiency.

Warm air furnaces

1.02

Apply factor to the code specified minimum efficiency.

Heat pumps – heating

1.06

Includes all heat pumps (air, water, and ground source) except
for packaged terminal heat pumps.
Applies to heat pump baselines but not fuel switch baselines.
Apply factor to the code specified minimum efficiency.

Heat pumps – cooling

1.03

Includes all heat pumps (air, water, and ground source) except
for packaged terminal heat pumps.
Applies to heat pump baselines but not fuel switch baselines.
Apply factor to the code specified minimum efficiency.

Air conditioning

1.00

ISP is at code.

Chillers
2.

1% better than code

This finding will be combined with other research to determine the
chiller code adjustment factor in the ISP Market Research Memo.

Determine a chiller code adjustment factor by combining the results of this study and the concurrent chiller ISP study.
The chiller ISP study collects market actor estimates of equipment market share as a different approach to determining
chiller ISP. The final combined chiller code adjustment factor will be reported in the chiller ISP study.

3.

Focus energy code training on targeting code provisions that are not readily complied with and/or require proper
installation to capture energy benefits. This study showed that compliance opportunities remain for building envelope
components such as slab design and lighting measures such as daylighting. Additionally, many building components
require proper installation to achieve benefits (e.g. envelope insulation, air barriers, mechanical and lighting controls).
Focused training on these measures can improve code official and market knowledge of proper design and installation
to improve compliance and building performance.

4.

Account for new baselines. Other program, evaluation, and analysis methods should account for the baseline
revisions, including attribution research and equipment costs used in benefit cost analysis.

1.4.3

Considerations

DNV makes the following considerations from the NRNC Study:
1.

Consider targeted equipment and measure-specific studies to further investigate building envelope practices.
Window details are consistently difficult to obtain from construction drawings, and with increasing glazing levels in
NRNC building design, sound understanding of thermal envelope performance will be critical to understanding standard
practice. In addition, the NRNC Study identified several buildings installing pre-fabricated insulated metal panel walls.

1 The data collected in this study was assessed against IECC 2015, and analysis of this data against the enhanced IECC 2018 code (effective November 2020) is outside

the scope of this report. Generally, for HVAC the results should still stand, as there are only minor HVAC efficiency differences between the two codes. For lighting, there
are IECC 2018 enhanced LPDs that are better than the base code. Directionally, we expect the trend from the IECC 2015 results to apply, though the exact number
cannot be determined without an additional follow-up effort. This work likely consists of comparing the IECC 2015 results to the base and enhanced IECC 2018, along with
a discussion of any adjustments needed based on assumptions about lighting design trends.
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While these have manufacturer assurances regarding thermal performance, additional study could help align these with
code insulation requirements.
2.

Consider expanding the PA program participation database to include more detailed information about
program participation. The PA program participation database provides limited details on the specific measures
incentivized by the programs. Additional detail on participation could help improve our classification of program
participation and enable more detailed comparisons of participants and non-participants beyond lighting measures. This
may be a substantial undertaking as it would require explicit recording of each measure identified in a TA study and
subsequent tracking of its installation status.

1.4.4
1.

Guidance for future research

Pursue additional ISP research to validate additional results in this study regarding mechanical equipment. This
study gathered data across heating and cooling technologies, estimating areas served by fuel and technology while also
gathering efficiency details. While there was strong evidence for some measures that standard practice exceeds code,
there were many instances where efficiency values were not obtainable. Integrating the findings of this study into the
ongoing ISP Repository effort or as separate studies would complement the NRNC data with expert, manufacturer, and
distributor perspectives to solidify ISP conclusions.

2.

Conduct field-based studies to assess ISPs for mechanical system and lighting controls in NRNC. While
construction drawing reviews can identify the presence of some controls, they cannot provide any data regarding control
commissioning and operations. As these controls are expected to comprise a larger share of future PA programs, field
verification is essential to understand ISPs, gathering data regarding controls commissioning and any overrides in place
that may change design intent.
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2

INTRODUCTION

2.1

Study overview and objectives

DNV carried out the Non Residential New Construction Market Characterization Study (NRNC Study) for the Massachusetts
Program Administrators (PAs) and Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC) Consultants from May 2019 to February
2021. The NRNC Study recruited 38 municipal building departments to provide data on a sample of recently constructed
NRNC buildings. We reviewed construction documentation from 55 NRNC buildings obtained directly through municipal
building departments explicitly to limit self-selection bias. These reviews provided building practice details to inform the
NRNC market.
The study’s overall purpose was to assess Industry Standard Practices (ISPs) for NRNC buildings permitted under the 2015
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC 2015). The team’s objectives were as follows:


Assess and/or inform ISPs where possible based on the data collection. This includes updating the interior
lighting power density (LPD) adjustment factor developed through prior code compliance studies, as well as the
analysis of other envelope, mechanical, and electrical measures to assess whether any additional adjustment
factors are supported by the NRNC data.



Assess energy code compliance for select code measures. This study did not assess building-level energy
code compliance for each site; instead, evaluators gathered building practice data for a select subset of measures
and assessed code compliance for those measures, normalized to estimate compliant square footage where
possible.

2.2

Background and context

The NRNC Study is the latest of several code compliance and ISP studies completed by the DNV team. While prior studies
focused primarily on developing building-level and statewide code compliance results, the NRNC Study’s primary focus was
assessing ISPs for a selected subset of code measures. Figure 2-1 presents a graphical timeline of completed and current
code ISP and compliance studies in relation to Massachusetts’ code cycles and Stretch Code versions.
Figure 2-1. Timeline of Massachusetts code adoption and compliance studies
2008
Base Code Version

2009

IECC 2006 with MA
Amendments

2010

2011

2013

2014

2015

2016

IECC 2012 with MA
Amendments

2012 Study (P11)

2015 Study (P24)

2017

2018

2019

2020

IECC 2015 with MA Amendments

2021
IECC 2018

2015 MA
Stretch Code

MA Stretch Code

Stretch Code
Compliance Study

2012

IECC 2009 with MA Amendments

2017 Study (P70)

NRNC Study (ISP)

While the stretch code is shown in this figure for context, the evaluators assessed ISPs and code compliance in the NRNC
Study against the base IECC 2015 code. This is primarily due to PA energy efficiency program design, which is based on
the IECC code and not the stretch code. The DNV team did factor the stretch code into the sampling strategy to ensure that
the sample reflects coverage of both stretch and non-stretch code communities in the Commonwealth. As of January 2021,
the stretch code has been adopted in 287 communities in Massachusetts, representing approximately 88% of the
population. Due to the limited number of projects in non-stretch code communities in the population and in the sample,
separate assessment of compliance relative to code for stretch and non-stretch communities was not practical.
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2.3

Organization of report

The remainder of this report is organized as follows:
•

Section 3: Methodology and Approach

•

Section 4: Data Sources

•

Section 5: Analysis and Results

•

Section 6: Conclusions, Recommendations, and Considerations

•

Appendix A: MA19C08-B-NRNCMKT Working Group Webinar Summary Memo

•

Appendix B: Table of Individual Mechanical Controls Code Requirements
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3

METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH

This section describes the methodology for the project. This project was broken into two phases, and each is described
below:
•

Phase 1: Finalize data collection scope and methodology

•

Phase 2: IECC 2015 data collection and analysis

3.1

Phase 1: Finalize scope and methodology

During Phase 1, the DNV team collaborated with the PAs, EEAC, and other stakeholders to finalize the project objectives
and methods that were executed during Phase 2. The key activity during Phase 1 was a working group session with the PAs
and EEAC, held in August 2019, to achieve a general consensus that the scope of Phase 2 should focus primarily on
collecting building practice information to inform ISPs rather than a full energy code compliance study. The primary activities
the team completed during Phase 1 are described below.

3.1.1

Literature review and population estimation

The DNV team conducted a literature review to identify an initial list of building practices for discussion during the working
group session. This included review of prior code compliance and ISP studies in Massachusetts and states in similar climate
zones, as well as a review of PA programs.
In addition, the team developed an initial estimate of the NRNC building population permitted under IECC 2015 through
analysis of the Dodge database to serve as a sample frame for the analysis, and which was used to develop preliminary
sampling recommendations.

3.1.2

Facilitate working group session

In August 2019, DNV facilitated a working group session with the PAs and EEAC to share findings from the literature review
and present options for consideration regarding Phase 2 data collection efforts. The result of this working group session was
a consensus that the best path forward for Phase 2 was to conduct a targeted assessment of ISPs rather than a full energy
code compliance study, though the working group agreed that capturing code compliance data for the targeted subset of
building practices should also be included in the Phase 2 scope. See APPENDIX A for the working group webinar summary
memo.

3.1.3

Develop Phase 2 scope

Following the working group session, the DNV team developed the work plan for Phase 2, summarized below, and created
the data collection instrument to facilitate assessment of the building practices in scope.

3.2

Phase 2: IECC 2015 data collection and analysis

During Phase 2, the DNV team finalized the sample design, collected site data, and conducted analysis of building practice
data to inform ISP development.

3.2.1

NRNC population estimation and sample design

The data collection approach involved requesting copies of filed construction plans from municipal inspection offices. Given
this approach, the team selected the sample in two stages:
1.

Select a sample of municipalities.

2.

Within each selected municipality, select a sample of projects to review.
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For the first stage of sampling, the team stratified municipalities by floorspace (total estimated square feet of eligible new
construction) and by stretch code or not.
The DNV team, after preliminary analysis, determined that a sample size of 74 sites in 22 municipalities would meet a target
confidence/precision level of 90/10 with an assumed error ratio of 0.5 and modest clustering design effects. The cluster is
the first stage of sampling, in this case the municipality. We assume that, within a municipality stratum defined by stretch
code or not as well as size, there is relatively little “town effect.” That is, we don’t expect sites within the same municipality to
be a lot more similar than sites from different municipalities, in terms of the compliance metrics of interest. Put another way,
we expect that differences from one municipality to another are mostly the effects of random groups of buildings being built
in one town rather that another, and only slightly the effect of municipalities within a stratum being inherently different in
code enforcement or compliance. Specifically, we assumed that the cross-municipality variability was 5% due to inherent
differences, and the remainder due to different random groups of buildings in each municipality.
The design effect (DEFF) of a cluster sample represents the expected increase in variance of analysis estimates caused by
the members of each cluster being similar to one-another for any particular metric. The greater the correlation among cluster
members, the greater the increase in variance. For this study, the small assumed “town effect” corresponds to a minimal
correlation (.04), requiring increasing the sample size required for a simple random sample from ~68 sites to 74 sites for our
cluster sample:
𝑍𝑍 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 90% 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 2
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ��
� + 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛� ÷ 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
. 10 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

Where DEFF = 1 + intra-cluster correlation x (average cluster size – 1)

And nadd = the additional sample (6.4) that must be added to the SRS sample size requirements at the 90/10
confidence/precision level (67.65) such that the original SRS sample size requirement ((67.65) + N) / DEFF = 67.65.
1.645 × .5 2
74
� + 6.4� ÷ �1 + .04 × � − 1��
67.65 = ��
22
. 10

The sample frame was taken from the Dodge database, and the team scrubbed the data to estimate the NRNC building
population permitted under IECC 2015. This process is described in Section 4.
For the first sampling stage, the team allocated the Stage 1 sample to municipality sampling cells approximately proportional
to size (total estimated eligible floorspace). With an overall target of 74 municipalities, any one municipality accounting for
over 1.3% of total estimated floorspace was targeted for selection with certainty. Two municipalities, Boston and Cambridge,
met this criterion. However, Cambridge did not cooperate with the study despite its “certainty” designation. Boston
represented the combined “certainty” stratum. Other municipalities were placed into small, medium, large, and very large
strata depending on the floorspace they represented in the Dodge data, and then further stratified by whether the
municipality had adopted the MA stretch code.
For the second sampling stage, the team stratified projects by size and by multifamily or non-multifamily. The sample of
projects was allocated to the combination of municipality stratum and project stratum proportional to size.
The team designed the sample selection to allow for a proportion of the Stage 1 selections to decline to cooperate, as well
as a proportion of selected projects to be ineligible. Ineligible projects were primarily those that were not completed within
the target study window, including projects that were entered into the Dodge data but never permitted/built.
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To implement the selection strategy, all municipalities within a Stage 1 sampling bin were arranged in random order.
Municipalities within each bin were recruited in that order. When a targeted municipality declined or was determined not to
be worth continuing to pursue, the next on the cell’s randomized list was recruited.
Likewise, all projects within a project sampling cell were arranged in a random order. Within each cell, projects were taken
for review in the random project selection order, within the recruited municipalities. At the time a municipality was recruited,
all eligible projects were requested, up to a total of 8 for most municipalities and 16 for Boston. This approach allowed
selection of substitute projects as needed, as some initial projects were screened out as ineligible.
Table 3-1 shows the planned Stage 1 municipality stratification, allocation, and numbers of town selections and project
requests per town needed. These selection and request estimates were based on assumptions that 80% of the
municipalities would cooperate, and half the listed projects would be eligible. As it turned out, both the cooperation rate and
the eligibility rates were somewhat lower than the planning assumptions.
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Table 3-1. Stage 1 municipality stratification and allocation
Municipality

Number of

Number of

Total Square

%

Project

Avg

Projected

Cooperating

Mun.

Rounded

Rounded

Stratum

Municipalities

Projects

Feet

Sq Ft

Sample

Projects

Completed

Mun. Needed

Cooperation

Number of

Target

Allocation

Requested

Projects per

Rate

Towns to

Completes

per Mun.

Cooperating

Select

Mun.
Stretch

180

1205

57,669,691

92%

1 certainty

2

259

20,601,903

33%

24.3

24

12.2

2.0

100%

2

24

2 very large

9

143

10,231,662

16%

12.1

8

3.8

3.2

80%

4

12

3 large

17

182

10,576,771

17%

12.5

8

3.8

3.3

80%

4

12

4 medium

28

238

8,763,354

14%

10.3

7

3.3

3.1

80%

5

11

5 small

124

383

7,496,001

12%

8.8

3

1.5

5.9

80%

12

9

Non-stretch

72

185

5,014,637

8%

5.9

2

3 large

1

30

590,688

1%

0.7

8

4.0

0.2

80%

0

4 medium

5

19

1,595,594

3%

1.9

4

1.8

1.0

80%

5

2

5 small

66

136

2,828,356

5%

3.3

2

1.0

3.2

80%

7

4

Total

252

1390

62,684,329

100%

74.0

4

39

74
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6
-

Table 3-2 shows the target Stage 2 allocation of projects to strata defined by municipality and project sampling bins. The table shows some allocations of less
than one to individual combination cells. In addition, the proportional allocation exceeded the available population counts for some cells. Given the field
complexity and the limited numbers of listed projects for some cells, the team did not attempt to achieve targets by these granular combinations. The goal was
to achieve the approximate total counts by project sampling cell and by municipality sampling cell, which would provide efficient allocation in terms of these two
dimensions.
Table 3-2. Project allocation to municipality strata and project strata
Municipality Stratification

Municipality

Number of

Municipality

Target

Municipalities in

Selection

Population

Rate

Project Sample Allocation
Multi-

Multifamily

Non-

Non-

Non-

Grand

family

Small/

Multifamily

Multifamily

Multifamily

Total

Large

Medium

Large

Medium

Small

Stretch

Certainty

2.0

2

100%

1.4

1.6

19.4

1.6

0.3

24.3

Stretch

Very Large

3.2

9

35%

0.3

0.5

9.6

1.3

0.4

12.1

Stretch

Large

3.3

17

19%

0.3

0.5

9.7

1.4

0.6

12.5

Stretch

Medium

3.1

28

11%

0.5

0.5

6.0

2.2

1.2

10.3

Stretch

Small

5.9

124

5%

0.1

0.4

3.5

2.6

2.2

8.8

Non-stretch

Large-Med

1.2

6

38%

0.0

0.1

1.8

0.4

0.3

2.6

Non-stretch

Small

3.2

71

5%

0.2

0.3

2.7

0.9

1.1

5.2

21.9

257

2.9

3.8

52.8

10.3

6.1

75.9

Totals
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3.2.2

Data collection

This task included site recruitment and collection of building practice data.

3.2.2.1

Site recruitment

The DNV team recruited sites for the study by directly engaging municipal building departments. This approach was
designed to mitigate self-selection bias. Selection bias is a common challenge for energy code compliance studies and
building practice assessments, as building owners and designers who are knowingly not adhering to code requirements can
decline participation without consequence. By engaging municipal departments directly, this bias was mitigated, as
individual site owners were not contacted directly and the documents reviewed were those filed with each building’s
municipal authority having jurisdiction (AHJ).
The recruitment approach required a mix of methods to acquire construction documents, including direct communication with
municipal building department staff. In many cases, the team had to submit Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests
and/or conduct site visits to municipal building departments to identify and acquire additional documentation. The team
requested construction drawings along with supporting materials, which included commissioning plans, sequence of
operations documents, COMcheck assessments, and specifications. Most sites, however, could only provide construction
drawings.
COVID-19 recruitment impacts. The DNV team was in the middle of site recruitment when COVID-19 shutdowns forced
the closure of all municipal building departments. Recruitment was put on hold in March 2020 and resumed slowly starting in
late May 2020. Individual municipalities set their own opening timetables and operating hours, resulting in continued
recruitment delays and challenges. This also affected access to construction drawings, as in several cases municipalities
were responsive but unable to provide requested materials due to COVID-19 impacts.

3.2.2.2

Data collection

The DNV team reviewed the construction drawings and supporting documentation to assess building practices for each of
the three primary building systems covered by the energy code: building envelope, mechanical systems (HVAC), and
electrical systems (lighting). Phase 1 of this project identified the specific building practices in scope, summarized in Table
3-3. These include measures generally with the greatest contributions to PA program savings, measures with low
compliance in historical studies, and measures new to IECC 2015.
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Table 3-3. NRNC data collection scope
Building
Category

Building Practices Included in Data Collection

Building



Information on how the continuous air barriers are documented on construction documents

envelope



Slab insulation R-values and assessment of thermal breaks



Roof types and corresponding insulation R-values



Estimate of building glazing percentage



Full equipment inventory based on equipment schedules including efficiency levels and control

Mechanical

strategies

systems

HVAC controls characterization – inventory of primary controls strategies employed for equipment

(HVAC)



Electrical



Interior and exterior LPD through a space-by-space method wherever possible

systems



Inventory of lighting control strategies, including daylighting and space-level controls

and spaces/zones

(lighting)
The team developed a data collection form during Phase 1 to gather building practice data primarily by conducting a full
review of construction documentation (“plans”) filed with local municipalities for each site. These plans were typically not final
as-built plans but rather the plans filed for permit. The team enhanced the data collection instrument from the prior code
compliance studies to include additional features such as a space-by-space lighting assessment and a more comprehensive
approach to collecting detailed HVAC equipment inventories.

3.2.3

Project data analysis

The DNV team leveraged the data collected to assess energy code compliance for the building practices observed, and to
inform ISP where supported by the data.

3.2.3.1

Compliance assessment

While the primary objective of this study was to inform ISPs for select measures, the level of detail in the data collected
facilitated the assessment of energy code compliance for each measure. The DNV team analyzed the site observations,
incorporating site weights to estimate compliance for the NRNC population in Massachusetts. Wherever possible,
commonwealth compliance values reflect the estimate of the percent of new construction square footage in compliance with
the energy code.

3.2.3.2

ISP assessment

The DNV team reviewed the data collected, weighted to the population of NRNC in Massachusetts, to inform ISPs for select
measures where possible. This included an updated interior LPD adjustment factor for IECC 2015, as well as additional
ISPs for envelope, HVAC, and lighting measures. We verified the findings in this report through inspection of all available
construction documents. Observable systems are those as being present in a particular building, while verified systems are
those where we could review and confirm specific characteristics of the building or system in the construction documents.
The results typically indicate the proportion of the relevant area that was observable and verified for each metric. Eligible
equipment has been verified as meeting or exceeding program requirements while ineligible systems were verified as not
meeting program requirements. In some cases, we could assess whether equipment was code compliant, but not whether it
was program eligible, in which case the eligibility was indeterminant.
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The ISP results are presented in a consistent format, estimating the percentage better (or worse) than code for observable
and verified building systems along with upper and lower bounds at the 90% confidence level. This approach accounts for
the variability of the equipment efficiency observations and the square-footage to which they apply. When presenting these
results, we also present the percentage of floor space where efficiency details could be verified to account for equipment
where details could not be verified. For some measures, additional study may be warranted to substantiate these results.
The percentage better (a positive number) versus worse (a negative number) than code for each system was usually
calculated as ratio of the rated efficiencies. This is a relative number that is somewhat indicative of relative energy
consumption performance, but it should not be interpreted as an energy savings fraction, particularly compared system to
system. A 10% better performance in a window metric does not translate to 10% savings in heating energy use nor twice the
heating savings compared to a boiler with a 5% better than code performance. The percentage better than code was
typically calculated as the ratio of the rated efficiency verified in the construction documents and the building code minimum
required efficiency.
Spring 2021 ISP Approach Revisions
The DNV team held several discussions with the PAs and EEAC in Spring 2021 to refine the ISP assessment approach,
with a particular focus on HVAC equipment ISPs. These discussions incorporated the baseline framework document and the
intent of ISP to reflect equipment installed if the products incentivized by PA programs are not available. Collectively, the
team agreed to three metrics that could be used to assess ISP, prioritized as follows:


Program-ineligible equipment median as ISP. This is the ideal approach to estimating ISP, as it attempts to
assess what would have been installed if the program-qualifying equipment was not available to the consumer.
This method requires assessment of each observed system against program eligibility requirements – both in terms
of efficiency levels and any other requirements (such as EC motors or other controls). The ISP is the populationweighted median of the ineligible systems. In this study, the program-ineligible median approach was used for the
majority of HVAC equipment.



Non-participant median as proxy for ISP. This approach is considered a second-best proxy for ISP, pursued if
the evaluators are unable to assess eligibility for a sufficient number of systems to pursue the program-ineligible
median approach. This method takes the population-weighted median of all observable equipment installed at sites
that did not participate in PA programs. Including all non-participants likely includes some equipment that is eligible
for PA programs, but this method can be used as a proxy where the first approach is not feasible. In this study, the
non-participant median approach was used for furnaces, as the DNV team could not assess program eligibility from
the site data collected.



All site results as ISP with participant adjustment. The third approach to ISP incorporates all observations
regardless of program eligibility, and it also includes both non-participants and participants, with an adjustment to
participants to account for program free ridership. The DNV team has used this method in previous studies for
interior lighting ISP, and in this study applies the same methodology to assess exterior lighting ISP. The lighting ISP
section of this report contains additional detail on this method.

Terminology
This section provides some guidance on the terminology used in the compliance and ISP discussions throughout the results
section.


Observable vs. verifiable systems. This report distinguishes between observable and verifiable systems when
discussing results. Observable systems are those which we identified as being present in a particular building in the
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construction document review, while verifiable systems were those for which we were able to determine efficiency
from that review.


Program eligibility. To assess ISP at the equipment level, the DNV team compared observations of the specified
equipment with the program year 2017 program eligibility requirements. Eligible equipment met program
requirements, while ineligible equipment did not meet program requirements.



Program Benchmark. DNV calculated a “Program Benchmark” for equipment impacted by an ISP
recommendation for informational purposes. The Program Benchmark is intended to represent where the programs
are setting the minimum qualifying efficiencies for eligible measures. The reported value is the median percent
better than code of the minimum efficiencies required by the program for an equipment category. The Program
Benchmark is calculated and weighted using the same method as the ISP metric, substituting the program eligible
minimum efficiency for the verified efficiency. The Program Benchmark can be directly compared to other ISP
median values presented throughout this report.



Compliance levels. For most measures, the results are shown across several compliance levels. While some
measures were assessed as binary (either compliant or non-compliant), the DNV team sought to award partial
compliance where possible. This is consistent with prior code compliance studies. The compliance levels used
throughout are defined in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4. Compliance levels used throughout NRNC Study
Compliance Level

Definition

Not compliant

No compliance with the code

Somewhat compliant

Some compliance, but generally compliance result between 0% and 50%

Mostly compliant

Compliance level found to be between 50% and 100%

Fully compliant

Full compliance of 100%. Also includes assessments greater than 100%.

n/v

Not verifiable. These values were observable but equipment details could not be verified.
Example: a boiler is listed on the drawings without an efficiency level provided.

n/a

Not applicable, representing that the measure does not apply. Example: a building that is not
slab-on-grade would have “n/a” for slab insulation compliance.

3.2.3.3

Weighting and estimation

DNV calculated weights for each project in the final sample by regarding the Stage 1 and Stage 2 inclusion probabilities as
random, and accounting also for the eligibility rate. Projects were deemed ineligible due to several factors, though primarily
this was due to projects not permitted under IECC 2015 – either permitted too early (under the prior code) or too late (project
had not yet filed for permit and was thus not known to the municipality). Overall, the study found that sites in the Dodge data
representing 56% of floorspace were ineligible for analysis, varying by building size stratum and multifamily designation, as
shown in Table 3-5. During weighting, we adjusted the square footage in the sample frame to account for the fact that
original frame based on the Dodge data overstated new construction in Massachusetts to a fairly large degree.
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Table 3-5. Site eligibility results
Stratum

Target

Total

Total Eligible

Total

Total Unknown

Eligibility Rate

Eligibility Rate

(sites)

Requested

(SF)

Ineligible

(SF)

(all sites)

(excluding

(SF)

(SF)

unknowns)

7

1,467,855

532,683

508,671

426,501

36%

51%

10

5,905,115

2,074,393

2,346,783

1,483,938

35%

47%

48

35,511,408

12,922,252

19,147,911

3,441,244

36%

40%

5

1,632,147

639,970

544,660

447,517

39%

54%

5. Large MF

4

7,236,662

3,999,791

2,937,871

299,000

55%

58%

Totals

74

20,169,089

25,485,897

6,098,200

39%

44%

1. Small NonMF
2. Medium NonMF
3. Large NonMF
4. Small/
medium MF

51,753,187

First, the team estimated the number of eligible projects in project stratum j as follows:
MTj = Σk rkjMkj*
where,
MTj = estimated total eligible projects in project stratum j
Mkj*= total projects in project stratum j, municipality stratum k in the sampling frame
rkj = fraction of screened projects from project stratum j, municipality stratum k that were eligible (excluding
indeterminate)
For a project in project stratum j and municipality stratum k, the following calculations apply:
The Stage 1 inclusion probability is:
p1k = nk/Nk
where nk and Nk, respectively, are the number of cooperating municipalities and the total number of municipalities
in the sample frame, from municipality stratum k.
The Stage 2 inclusion probability, conditional on the municipality being in the cooperating sample, is:
p2j = mTj/MTj
where mTj is the total number of projects in the sample and MTj is the total estimated number of eligible projects in
the population from project stratum j, as calculated above.
The overall inclusion probability is the product of the Stage 1 and Stage 2 inclusion probabilities:
pkj = p1k p2j
The sample expansion weight is the multiplicative inverse of the overall inclusion probability:
wkj = 1/pkj.
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After developing the initial case weights, we identified that two completed projects in the small building strata based on
Dodge data square footage estimates were large buildings after verification of their square footage. This resulted in the sites
exerting substantial leverage on any square footage-weighted results. To mitigate these buildings’ effect on the overall
analysis, we post-stratified the sample to place these buildings into their own “reclassified” size stratum where they would
only represent themselves, and then re-weighted the sample to account for this change.
Weighted ratios, averages, and proportions
Once the case weights were calculated as indicated, the team calculated various parameters of interest as ratio estimators.
Most of these ratios were in terms of weighted relevant square footage – that is, weighting each site’s observed value by the
product of the case weight and the relevant square footage.
yPOP = Σj (wj RSFj yj)/ Σj (wj RSFj)
where,
yj = value observed for site j
RSFj = relevant square footage for quantity y at site j
The resulting population estimate yPOP represents the average value of y across all relevant square footage in the new
construction population.
The relevant square footage depends on the parameter y. For interior lighting, it is all interior floorspace. For HVAC, it is
heated or cooled floorspace. For envelope characteristics, it is the wall, roof, or window area.
For many quantities y, it was not possible to assess the value for some sites, or for some potentially relevant square footage
within some sites. In such cases, the total relevant square footage may not be known. In these cases, the assessable
relevant square footage ARSF is used in its place for both the numerator and denominator in the formula for yPOP. With this
approach, we do not assume that the portion of space we couldn’t assess is the same as what we could assess. Rather, we
weight all the space we could assess according to its inverse inclusion probability, which is its site weight wj. The coverage
proportion is also calculated, indicating how much of the population floorspace the calculated parameter represents directly.
The coverage proportion is the similarly weighted ratio of total assessable relevant square footage to total relevant square
footage.
Coverage(y) = Σj (wj ARSFj)/ Σj (wj RSFj)
Where the total relevant square footage can’t be determined at each site, a related value quantity is used to determine
coverage.
For systems such as heating equipment that might have multiple relevant units at a single site, each unit’s observed value
was multiplied by the relevant square footage associated with that unit, and by the site case weight.
yPOP = Σj Σu (wj RSFju yju)/ Σj (wj Σu RSFju)
where,
yju = value observed for site j, unit u
RSFju = applicable square footage for quantity y at site j, unit u
The team identified heated and cooled floorspace served by each equipment. Where there was more than one unit of the
same type of equipment, the floorspace served was not identified separately by unit. For a parameter that varied across
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units within an equipment type, relevant floorspace for the equipment type was allocated among individual units in proportion
to their output capacity.
Specific parameters estimated for the population included the following:
•

Lighting power density (LPD):
LPDPOP = Σj (wj ARSFj LPDj)/ Σj (wj ARSFj)
Here, the relevant square footage is the assessed floorspace for the site. In this case, the numerator is total
weighted wattage (product of LPD and floorspace) divided by total weighted assessed floorspace.

•

Percent better than code:
PPOP = Σ (wj ARSFj Pj)/ Σ (wj ARSFj)
Where Pj is the percent better than code for site j.
For HVAC systems, assessed relevant square footage is the assessed floorspace served by the system.
For envelope, assessed relevant square footage is the assessed wall, roof, or floor area.

•

Proportion of relevant square footage that has a particular feature:
fPOP = Σ (wj ARSFj Ij)/ Σ (wj ARSFj)
Where Ij is a 0/1 dummy indicating that the feature is present. Thus, the numerator totals the weighted assessed
relevant square footage for sites or portions of sites with the feature present, while the denominator totals all the
weighted assessed relevant square footage.
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4

DATA SOURCES

This section describes the sources of data used in the NRNC Study.
•

Dodge database. The population frame for this study is the set of NRNC buildings permitted on or after January 1,
2017 until October 31, 2019 when the sample was pulled. To estimate this population, the DNV team purchased a
subscription to the Dodge database in Phase 1 and scrubbed the data to develop an estimate of the NRNC building
population permitted under IECC 2015. This data scrubbing excluded many projects, such as municipal paving projects
and minor renovations, and it can be considered a decent proxy for NRNC activity in Massachusetts. This approach was
consistent with prior studies leveraging Dodge data and was presented at the working group session. The DNV team
updated the Dodge data through October 2019 to finalize the estimate for sample development. Table 4-1 presents the
disposition summary from the Dodge data cleaning.

Table 4-1. Dodge data disposition summary

•

Disposition
Total records

Count of Projects
50,358

Duplicate records

996

Excluded repairs, improvements, renovations, etc.

20,010

Excluded project type

19,008

Exterior/unconditioned space

121

Ineligible date

5,798

Ineligible project status

256

Multifamily less than 4 stories
Project abandoned

2,533
22

Municipal utilities

224

Total removed

48,968

Records estimated in NRNC population

1,390

Construction documentation. The DNV team reviewed all documentation received from municipal building
departments for the 55 sites included in the study to assess ISPs and code compliance. The primary resource received
was construction drawings for each of the 55 recruited buildings. These drawings typically show details for the building
envelope components (architectural and structural drawings), mechanical systems (HVAC or mechanical drawings), and
electrical systems (electrical drawings). The DNV team requested any and all supplemental documentation from
municipal building departments, including COMcheck reports, specifications, submittals, commissioning documentation,
and energy model inputs/summaries. Municipal building departments were primarily able to provide the construction
drawings but could not often furnish supplemental documentation. Table 4-2 shows the count of sites providing each of
the requested construction documents. Where equipment makes and models were listed on construction drawings, the
evaluators used web research to supplement efficiency details and other features where available.
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Table 4-2. Construction documentation received for NRNC Study

Mechanical drawings

Count of sites providing
materials
52

Electrical drawings

50

Architectural drawings

49

COMcheck

11

Sequence of Operations

2

Project Specifications

2

Energy model summary

1

Commissioning details

0

Documentation requested

•

DNV PA program database. The DNV team used the PA program database to identify recruited sites that participated
in PA programs. The data analytics team compared the site names and address to the PA program database to identify
matches. As a follow-up activity, the DNV team asked the individual PA leads to verify the program participant
identification to ensure that the study captured participation data to the extent possible.
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5

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This section presents the results from the NRNC Study, organized by building systems: envelope, mechanical systems
(HVAC), and electrical systems (lighting). All results included in this section are presented at 90% confidence unless
otherwise noted. For the selected measures within each building system, the DNV team assessed both code compliance
and ISPs, defined as follows:
•

Code compliance results. For each measure selected for the study, the evaluators calculated individual site compliance
results and then weighted them by site square footage to estimate the percentage of NRNC square footage in
Massachusetts that is compliant with the code. Note that this is a deviation from past code compliance studies that
assessed compliance at the building level for each measure. The team then aggregated individual measure results to
assess building-level scores that were then weighted to the population. This NRNC Study does not assess building-level
compliance, only for the select measures examined.

•

ISP results. The ISP analysis provides insights into the NRNC market by reviewing building practice observations to
highlight where results support standard practices that may be at, above, or below code. These efficiency results were
averaged across the assessed systems and then weighted by floorspace to present an average efficiency for each
system applicable to the NRNC population.

5.1

Site recruitment results

The DNV team recruited 38 municipalities to participate in the NRNC Study and reviewed documentation for 55 sites. We
received documentation for additional small non-multifamily sites but these sites were not reviewed, as the sampling quotas
were met and this additional information would not have improved overall building practice understanding. Recruitment was
impacted heavily by COVID-19, which halted all recruitment activity from March to May 2020, and slowed recruitment once
activity was permitted to resume. Individual municipalities throughout Massachusetts were reopening on different schedules
and, thus, many were not available in the office to research and/or respond to the construction documentation requests.
The following tables show the distribution of sites across the sampling strata. Table 5-1 shows the Stage 1 results by
municipality, while Table 5-2 shows the distribution across municipality strata, including both the target and actual site
counts and percentages of population square footage. Table 5-3 shows building types and square footage across the
Commonwealth. The top four building types make up 75% of the sample, and the remaining building types, which include
schools, retail, athletic facilities, fire and police stations, and manufacturing, were grouped into the “Other” category.
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Table 5-1. NRNC Study recruitment by municipality stratum
Municipalities

Count of Sites

Municipality Stratum

Recruited

Reviewed

Certainty – STRETCH

1

5

Very Large – STRETCH

6

9

Large – STRETCH

6

9

Medium – STRETCH

10

15

Small – STRETCH

8

8

Large/Medium – NON-

2

2

Small – NON-STRETCH

7

7

Total

38

55

STRETCH

Table 5-2. NRNC recruitment results by building stratum

Building Stratum

Target
Site
Reviews

Small non-multifamily

Target
Percentage of
Population SF

Count of Sites
Reviewed

Reviewed
Percentage of
Eligible
Population SF

7

0.9%

6

2.2%

Medium nonmultifamily

10

4.8%

10

9.4%

Large non-multifamily

48

19.7%

28

21.2%

Small/medium
multifamily

5

0.8%

4

0.3%

Large multifamily

4

13.4%

7

51.1%

74

14.9%

55

17.5%

Total

Table 5-3. NRNC recruitment results by building type and geography
Building Category (% sq ft and # sites)
City Group
Eastern MA - Inside
495

Hotel
14.2% N=7

Office
9.8% N=10

Warehouse
11.2% - N=7

Multifamily
20.5% - N=11

Other
14.5% - N=10

Total
70.1% - N=45

Eastern/Central MA
- Outside 495

1.3% N=1

0.0% N=0

7.4% - N=2

5.6% - N=1

9.1% - N=4

23.4% - N=8

Western MA

6.5% N=2
21.9% N=10

0.0% N=0
9.8% N=10

0.0% - N=0

0.0% - N=0

0.0% - N=0

6.5% - N=2

18.6% - N=9

26.1% - N=12

23.6% - N=14

100.0% - N=55

Total
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5.1.1

Program participation summary

The DNV team examined the program participation data to identify which of the 55 recruited sites participated in PA
programs. The approach was consistent with prior analysis of participation using the PA data. Generally, the initial
participation assessment was categorical; for example, for lighting, the PA data indicated whether a site received upstream
and/or downstream lighting incentives, but it did not specify an inventory of incentivized fixtures or controls. Given this data,
each site was initially evaluated for program participation for each of the three primary categories of the energy code:
envelope, mechanical, and lighting. For envelope and lighting, if a site received any incentive for any measure within the
category, it was considered a participant for that entire code area. The assumption here is that since the site received some
incentive for the category, their decisions reflect a more informed perspective than a site that did not receive any incentives.
For participants in mechanical equipment (HVAC) programs, the refinements of the ISP approach to assess ISP by
equipment necessitated an assessment of participation at the equipment level. The DNV team leveraged the PA participant
data to identify participation for specific mechanical equipment, shown in Table 5-5.
To cross reference the PA data, the DNV team send each PA lead the list of sites within their territory for confirmation of
participation. This exercise identified several additional participants, both for prior years and as active participants.
Individual sites can be deemed participants in multiple categories; additionally, there were four sites that participated in the
Comprehensive Design Approach (CDA) whole building performance program; these sites were considered a participant for
all code categories. Table 5-4 shows the participation counts by code category, the overall total reflects the total number of
unique sites participating in at least one category, not the sum of the individual categories.
Table 5-4. NRNC Study program participation by energy code category
Code Category

Participants

Nonparticipants

Envelope

5

50

HVAC

14

41

Lighting

23

32

Overall number of sites participating in at
least one program

25

30

Table 5-5. HVAC participation by equipment type
Equipment Type

Participants

Boilers

5

Furnaces

5

Heat pumps

6

Air conditioning

8

Chillers

2

Overall HVAC

14
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5.2

Building envelope

This section presents the results of building envelope measure compliance and ISP analysis.

5.2.1

Envelope compliance

Table 5-6 displays the primary envelope provisions investigated during the NRNC Study. For some sites, the information
needed to verify compliance was not available for some or all of the sites. The table shows the number of sites for which
compliance could be verified, and the estimated percent of relevant NRNC square footage represented. The discussion
below highlights compliance for each of these provisions with additional figures showing the compliance results with upper
and lower 90% confidence bounds.
Table 5-6. Envelope measures summary
Estimated Percentage of NRNC
Number of Sites

Square Footage Represented

Verifiable

(weighted to population)

Continuous air barrier

44

77%

Slab edge insulation R-value

46

86%

Slab edge thermal break

42

83%

Roof insulation

49

77%

Above-grade wall insulation

49

81%

Windows

26

39%

Code Measure Description

This table above suggests the following observations about specific prescriptive building envelope practices:
•

Continuous air barrier. The air barrier was added to the MA energy code in IECC 2012. This measure was well
documented in 80% of the sites, with about 58% of floorspace assessed as fully compliant and an additional 13% mostly
compliant. This finding suggests that this requirement is fairly well understood by the design community. The DNV team
did not conduct any field verification of air barriers or any components, so the score here reflects the presence of air
barrier documentation on the construction documents. Poor quality installation and the failure to seal penetrations and
gaps in the air barrier such that it is not fully continuous would likely have significant impacts on air barrier performance;
this assessment is out of scope of this study. Figure 5-1 shows the air barrier compliance results weighted to the
population.
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Figure 5-1. Air barrier mean compliance results

•

Slab insulation and thermal break. Generally, slab insulation levels met code requirements where observable.
However, the code also requires the establishment of a thermal break between the slab and the exterior. Compliance
was assessed separately for each of these measures, as shown in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3, respectively. While there
were more observed instances of non-compliance with the thermal break, when weighted to the population the compliant
square footage was similar across both measures.

Figure 5-2. Slab insulation weighted mean compliance results
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Figure 5-3. Slab thermal break weighted compliance results

•

Above-grade walls. The DNV team captured insulation details for each wall assembly documented on the construction
drawings to assess compliance with the energy code. While some individual wall assemblies did not meet code
requirements, when weighted to the population, approximately 65% of wall assemblies were found to be fully compliant
with code. There were several buildings that had multiple wall types (i.e., wood stud walls as well as concrete walls)
where individual assemblies were worse than code, contributing to the results in the “mostly compliant” in Figure 5-4.

Figure 5-4. Above-grade wall compliance

•

Roofs. Roof insulation was well-documented on construction drawings, and the majority of observable sites were fully
compliant with the code requirements regardless of roof type. When weighted to the population, an estimated 71% of
observable roof area was compliant with code and 29% non-compliant, reflected in Figure 5-5. The primary factor driving
non-compliance was insufficient insulation thickness in above-deck roof assemblies; often the insulation levels are
tapered, and in several cases the minimum thickness was below code levels.
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Figure 5-5. Roof compliance

•

Windows. Figure 5-6 presents the compliance results for windows. Of the estimated population of windows where ufactors were observable, 31% of the window area is compliant with the code. Window details such as u-factor were not
as well documented on construction drawings as other envelope features; only 47% of recruited sites included sufficient
u-factor window detail to assess compliance and thus over 50% of observable window area could not be verified.

Figure 5-6. Window compliance

5.2.2

Envelope equipment characterizations and ISP insights

The building envelope data captured during the NRNC Study enables some insights into baseline practices in
Massachusetts, as discussed below.
•

Envelope components mean observations. The details gathered for roof, wall, and windows enable comparisons of
installed practices to code. Figure 5-7 presents the percent better than code along with the 90% confidence bounds for
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the three envelope components. The secondary axis shows the percent of square footage represented for each
component. This analysis suggests that all three components are on average slightly better than code, though the lower
confidence bounds extends to zero or below for each. While the data gathered for windows suggests slightly better
performance, the DNV team could not verify many window u-factors, reflected in the lower square footage and wider
confidence bounds. Window details are not as well documented as walls and roofs.
Figure 5-7. Building envelope mean observations relative to code

•

Envelope ISP results. In addition to reporting the mean observations for these envelope components, the DNV team
applied the revised ISP approach (See Section 3.2.3.2) to the envelope data. There is no prescriptive PA program for
building envelope components; all participants for envelope were sites that participated in the CDA program. Thus,
assessment of program eligibility is not possible. Table 5-7 shows the nonparticipant ISP metric for each of the three
components. These results have wide confidence bounds, with median value better than code for roof insulation but
worse for walls and windows. Additionally, project design teams have the flexibility to trade-off insulation levels within
the envelope components, so projects may purposely choose worse than code elements for one component and makeup any differences in the others; these are commonly detailed on COMcheck reports. Given this context, the DNV team
recommends leaving envelope ISP at code levels.

Table 5-7. Median nonparticipant ISP metrics for envelope insulation
Results

•

Number of sites

Roof nonparticipants

45

Median %
better/worse than
code
11%

Bounds @ 90%
confidence level

Wall nonparticipants

44

-10%

-29%/8%

Window nonparticipants

23

-20%

-37%/-2%

-13%/34%

Percent glazing. The DNV team calculated the percent of glazing for 50 project sites where data was available.
Expanded to the population, this data represents an estimated 82% of NRNC building floor square footage. The weighted
average glazing percentage of exterior wall area for all buildings was 20%, with a lower 90% confidence bound of 16%
and an upper bound of 24%. Figure 5-8 presents the overall percent of exterior wall area with glazing for the population,
as well as the distribution by building type. Office buildings on average have higher glazing percentages, aligning with
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trends toward increasing use of curtain wall glazing. Warehouses contained much less glazing – these are storage and
other facilities likely to have few, if any, windows.
Figure 5-8. Glazing percentage by building type

5.3

Mechanical systems (HVAC)

This section presents the results of the mechanical systems measure compliance, further characterization of equipment, and
a final section on ISP analysis.

5.3.1

Mechanical system compliance

This section presents the compliance results for mechanical systems, separated into heating and cooling technologies. The
approach for the NRNC Study is consistent with prior studies in that site engineers recorded the specified efficiency for each
individual piece of mechanical equipment where observable and compared it to the code efficiency requirement. However, it
diverges from prior code compliance studies and we did not subsequently aggregate all equipment into a single average
program compliance value for all mechanical equipment.
Compliance is a binary value indicating whether equipment meets code requirements or not, although a partial compliance is
reported in those cases where some but not all code requirements could be verified. The efficiency metric of percent better
or worse than code is related, but not the same and is presented in the equipment characterization section that of this report.
Since this NRNC Study is more focused on understanding NRNC building practices, the DNV team aggregated compliance
separately for heating and cooling equipment. This provides context on compliance, supported by subsequent discussion on
the distribution of equipment types for heating and cooling NRNC spaces in Massachusetts and their documented
efficiencies that are better or worse than code (detailed in the subsections below). Systems that provide both heating and
cooling (e.g., heat pumps) are included in both categories, focusing on the heating and cooling efficiencies appropriately.
In the compliance graphs, each individual piece of equipment can be either compliant or not compliant with code efficiency
levels. However, the figure also includes “verifiable” for partial compliance, reflecting instances where some but not all
efficiencies within a given equipment type were known. For example, a site may have four boilers in the drawings but only
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provide efficiency details for three. In this example, the boiler with missing efficiency was included in the analysis but not
assessed as compliant, resulting in a partial compliance value when weighted.

5.3.1.1

Heating equipment compliance

Figure 5-9 shows the percentage of observable NRNC square footage by compliance level for heating technologies.
Approximately 42% of square footage was fully compliant and another 9% was mostly compliant with the energy code.
However, 38% of square footage could not be verified, due primarily to the lack of documentation of system details and
efficiencies on construction drawings. In many cases, site engineers could identify the equipment types but could not
determine efficiency levels and thus could not compare them to code. While some of the equipment was not verifiable, it was
rare that mechanical equipment, specified with enough detail in the drawings to determine code compliance, did not meet
code. This was consistent with findings from prior code compliance studies.
The DNV team analyzed compliance for each individual equipment type (e.g., boilers, furnaces) and did not find any material
differences from the overall heating compliance results presented below; thus individual equipment compliance is not
presented. Not all types of equipment are present at each site, so breaking out this data by equipment results in small
sample sizes; however, the mechanical systems ISP section below highlights individual observations relative to code for the
equipment types with the most data.
Figure 5-9. Overall heating equipment efficiency compliance

5.3.1.2

Cooling equipment compliance

Figure 5-10 shows the percentage of observable NRNC square footage by compliance level for cooling equipment.
Approximately 70% of cooled NRNC square footage is compliant with the code, and an additional 22% is mostly compliant.
Similar to heating technologies, it was rare that individual cooling equipment did not meet code required efficiency levels.
There were fewer instances where site engineers could not verify cooling technologies.
The DNV team analyzed compliance for each individual equipment type (e.g., chillers, heat pumps) and did not find any
material differences from the overall cooling compliance results presented below; thus individual equipment compliance is
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not presented. Not all types of equipment are present at each site, so disaggregating this data by individual equipment types
results in small sample sizes; however, the mechanical systems ISP section below highlights individual observations relative
to code for the primary cooling equipment types observed in the study.
Figure 5-10. Overall cooling equipment efficiency compliance

5.3.2

Mechanical heating system equipment characterization

The following section presents observations and findings by system type. The DNV team verified heating equipment type for
about 93% of the building validated space. As can be seen in Figure 5-11, about two-thirds of the space is heated by natural
gas (shades of blue) and the balance by electricity (shades of green) with about 7% of the space unheated, unknown, or
heated by other systems. Almost half of the floor space is heated by direct and indirect gas-fired furnaces that directly heat
the air stream, unlike a boiler which heats water. A furnace is a typical heat source for packaged units including rooftop
units, makeup air units, and standalone heaters. Of the electrically fueled heating systems, about a quarter employ less
efficient electric resistance heat and the balance of electric units are heat pumps, which compared to resistance heat
produce about 2 to 4 times more heating output for the same electrical input.
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Figure 5-11. Floor space served by observed heating systems

Table 5-8 defines the heating systems observed.
Table 5-8. Heating system definitions
Warm air
furnace

Indirect- or direct-fired furnace supplying heated war through ducts to spaces. Can be a
standalone unit, but is typically integral to a rooftop-DX system or split DX system air
conditioner.

Warm air
duct furnace

A furnace normally installed in distribution ducts of air-conditioning systems to supply warm air. Usually
does not have its own supply fan and uses air supplied through the ducts by other supply fans such as
a fan for a central air conditioner.

Warm air
unit furnace

Self-contained furnace that requires connections only to energy sources. Installed in the spaces they
are intended to heat and do no use ductwork to distribute heat. Unit heaters can be direct- or indirectfired with a heating fuel.

Boiler, hot
water, gasfired

Pressure vessel that uses natural gas fuel to supply hot water for heating.

Heat pump

A heat pump is a DX air conditioner with a reversing valve, allowing it to operate in heating and cooling
modes. Heat pumps come in several configurations, such as split system, water source, ground source,
packaged rooftop.

Electric
resistance

Any equipment that uses electric resistance coils as the primary heat source instead of another energy
source such as gas-fired, hot water, or steam. Configurations include found in this study primarily
include electric unit heaters.

PTHP

Packaged terminal heat pump (PTHP) is a self-contained heat pump typically installed through a wall. It
discharges warm or cool air directly to the space and does not use ducts for distribution.

Unknown

Unheated or indeterminate equipment

The details gathered for heating systems enable comparisons of installed practices to code. Figure 5-12 presents each
heating system’s average percent better than code result with its 90% confidence bounds. The secondary axis (the columns)
shows the total percentage of floor space served by each system and the proportions of floor space where the specified
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equipment efficiency levels could be verified (V). The percentage better than code is a function of the ratio of the specified
efficiency divided by the code specified minimum efficiency. We note that the better than code metric is an approximation, as
in some cases the equipment nameplate reported efficiency units (AFUE, combustion or thermal efficiency) differs from the
units specified by code.
Figure 5-12. Heating system mean rated efficiency relative to code

It is notable how much less often the efficiencies of the duct furnaces could be verified compared to other systems, even
though they were found at 18 sites and serve more floor space than any other single heating system. Some of our
speculation is that these units are more of a commodity, which may indicate that performance at code levels is expected.
Table 5-9 presents similar data in table form with additional details indicating the reliability of the data. In addition to the error
bound, the table includes statistics indicating the total number of sites and percent of floorspace served and verified by each
equipment type. We discuss these findings in the following sections.
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Table 5-9. Summary of heating system observations

Heating System
Warm air duct furnaces

Mean
Percent +/Than Code
10%

Better than
Code Bounds
@ 90%
Confidence
Level
1% - 20%

Percent of
Heated
Floor Space
33%

Verified vs.
All
Observed
Sites
4 / 18

Percent of
Verified vs.
Observed Sq Ft
7%

Warm air furnaces

7%

4% - 10%

15%

16 / 20

90%

Warm air unit furnaces

0%

0% - 0%

1%

1/1

100%

Boilers, hot water

14%

13% - 16%

15%

13 / 14

94%

Heat pump

19%

10% - 28%

14%

10 / 32

95%

NA

NA

8%

26 / 26

100%

20%

15% - 24%

7%

6/6

100%

NA

NA

7%

0/0

NA

Electric resistance
PTHP
Unknown

5.3.2.1

Boiler and furnace systems

The code-specified minimum efficiencies for boilers and furnaces vary by fuel type, equipment type, and boiler/furnace size.
Figure 5-13 presents the efficiency specified in construction drawings for individual gas-fired boilers and furnaces.
This graph and subsequent efficiency graphs show the specified capacity of the system in kBTU/hour. Each data point
represents a unique system configuration at a site, although there maybe multiple units installed at a site. The figures are
unweighted and do not include unverified sites. The data are organized by system, and then first by descending minimum
code efficiency and secondly by descending equipment installed capacity. This organization aids in identifying trends in
specified efficiency by system type and size.
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Figure 5-13. Natural gas fired heating specified rated efficiency and capacity

In this sample, all the boilers are condensing, except for one steam boiler in the sample, highlighted light blue. The higher
boiler efficiency is achieved by recovering enough heat from the stack exhaust to allow the gases to condense (i.e., these
are condensing boilers). Boilers rated efficiency is about 14% better than the code specified minimum efficiency and the
average efficiency specified for hot water boilers was 94%. These observations are based on verified efficiencies from 94%
of the floor space served by boilers collected from 13 sites (excluding the site with the steam boiler).
Furnaces are typically installed in packaged units such as rooftops and makeup air units and usually offer lower overall
costs; this is likely a reason why 49% of the floor space is heated by furnaces. There is a bimodal distribution of specified
efficiency with one cluster above 90% and a second cluster hovering close to code. The higher efficiencies are achieved
through either a condensing or direct fire design. Direct fire designs reject all of the heat and the combustion gases into the
airstream, increasing efficiency. Direct fire applications are limited to applications with sufficient outdoor air to dilute the
combustion products. We suspect but have not confirmed that most of the high efficiency units are small condensing
furnaces similar to what is installed in the residential sector and that direct fired units are relatively rare due to air quality
concerns.
The average efficiency for Duct Furnaces, which heat more floorspace than any other system, is also the most uncertain.
Efficiencies could be verified for only about 7% of the floor space served by duct furnaces. Warm Air Furnaces fare better;
efficiencies could be verified for 90% of the floor space served and from 16 sites, although the improvement over code was
a more modest 7%, the midpoint between the two tiers.
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5.3.2.2

Heat pump heating systems

Code specifies minimum efficiencies for heat pump heating which varies by equipment type and the capacity of the unit.
Figure 5-14 presents the rated efficiency by heat pump system. Also shown on the graph is the specified capacity of the
system in kBTU/hour. Each data point represents a unique system configuration at a site, although there maybe multiple
units installed at a site. The figures are unweighted.
Figure 5-14. Heat pump heating specified rated efficiency and capacity

Figure 5-14 disaggregates the heat pump data by type, examining air-source, ground-source, water-source, and packaged
terminal heat pumps. In code, heating efficiency is usually specified as a coefficient of performance or COP. However, airsource heat pumps with a capacity of less than 65,000 kBTU/hr are specified using a Heating Seasonal Performance Factor
(HSPF). Regardless of the units of efficiency, heat pumps were specified about 19% better than code with verified
efficiencies representing about 95% of the floor area served by heat pumps for heating. Although not tabulated in these
tables, about 25% of the specified heat pumps included a resistance heating stage. The only system not code compliant was
the ground-source heat pump where data was collected from two unique configurations at a single site and where the units
complied with cooling code requirements.

5.3.3

Mechanical cooling system equipment characterizations

The following section presents mechanical cooling observations and findings by system type. The DNV team verified
equipment types for approximately 85% of the cooled space.
Figure 5-15 presents the percentage of floor area served by system type. Almost half of the floor space is cooled by
traditional direct expansion (DX) cooling systems, which are typically packaged as rooftop units, packaged terminal units
(PTAC), makeup air units, and split systems where the condenser is not co-located with the compressor. Another quarter of
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the space is cooled via heat pumps, which are also DX systems, although they are designed to provide heating by reversing
the thermal flows.
Figure 5-15. Floor space served by cooling systems

Table 5-10 defines the cooling systems observed.
Table 5-10. Cooling system definitions
Air conditioning

Unitary direct expansion air conditioning units which include packaged and split air-cooled,
water-cooled, evaporatively cooled, and through-the-wall unit types.

Condensing

A factory-made assembly of refrigeration components designed to compress and liquefy a

units

specific refrigerant. The unit consists of one or more refrigerant compressors, refrigerant
condensers (air-cooled, evaporatively cooled, or water-cooled), condenser fans and motors,
and factory-supplied accessories.

Heat pumps

A heat pump is a DX air conditioner with a reversing valve, allowing it to operate in heating and
cooling modes. Heat pumps come in several configurations, such as split system, water
source, ground source, packaged rooftop.

PTHP

Packaged terminal heat pump (PTHP) is a self-contained heat pump typically installed through
a wall. It discharges warm or cool air directly to the space and does not use ducts for
distribution.

Chillers

Water chilling packages include air-cooled, water-cooled, and evaporatively cooled.

Other

Any equipment that did not fit into the listed categories. Includes ERV units with economizing,
energy wheel, or secondary cooling.

Unknown
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The details gathered for cooling systems enable comparisons of specified rated efficiencies to code minimum required
efficiencies. Figure 5-16 presents each cooling system’s average percent better than code percentage with its 90%
confidence bounds. The secondary axis (the columns) shows the total percentage of floor served by each system and the
proportions of floor space where the specified equipment efficiency could be verified. The percentage better than code is as
a function of the ratio of the specified efficiency divided by the code specified minimum efficiency.
50%

50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

0%

Air conditioning Condensing units

Heat pump

-10%

PTHP

Water chilling
packages

Other

Area not verified

0%

-10%

Cooling systems
Verified area

Percent cooled of space served

Performance relative to code

Figure 5-16. Cooling system mean rated efficiency relative to code

Better/Worse than Code

Lower bound

Upper bound

Table 5-11 presents similar data in table form with additional details indicating the reliability of the data. In addition to the
error bound, the table includes statistics indicating the number of sites and percent of floorspace served and verified by
equipment type. We will discuss these findings in the following sections.
Table 5-11. Summary of cooling system
Percent +/Than Code
11%

Better than Code
Bounds @ 90%
Confidence Level
8% - 15%

Percent of
Cooled Floor
Space
41%

Assessed vs.
All Observed
Sites
30 / 32

Percent of
Assessed vs.
Observed Sq Ft
97%

Condensing units

32%

21% - 42%

15%

7/7

100%

Heat pump

23%

10% - 37%

16%

30 / 30

100%

PTHP

7%

5% - 9%

9%

6/6

100%

Water chilling
packages
Other

3%

0% - 6%

4%

5/5

100%

16%

13% - 19%

2%

3/4

95%

NA

NA

13%

NA

NA

Cooling System
Air conditioning

Unknown

5.3.3.1

Cooling systems

Code specified minimum efficiencies for cooling equipment varies by equipment type, heat sink source (air, water, or
ground) and equipment size as measured by capacity. The cooling equipment is divided between Figure 5-17, Figure 5-18,
and Figure 5-18 to provide reasonable resolution. Each figure presents the efficiency specified in plans by cooling systems.
Also shown on the graph is the specified capacity of the system in kBTU/hour. Each data point represents a unique system
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configuration at a site. Each unique configuration at a site appears as one data point, although there maybe multiple units
installed at a site. The figures are unweighted.
Figure 5-17 includes all water-cooled systems (WSHP, GSHP, and water-cooled DX) and chilled water systems (both water
and air cooled chillers). These units provide cooling for about 6% of the floor space. The systems in this category are
centralized and have the largest capacity for a single unit. The water source heat pumps are from a single location with a
total site installed capacity of about 1,500 kbtus/hr. This WSHP category of equipment did not perform particularly well
compared to code, although the sample sizes are small.
Figure 5-17. Cooling systems: water-cooled DX and chiller efficiency and capacity

Figure 5-18 presents air-cooled DX air-conditioning and heat pumps that serve 57% of the floorspace. The systems consist
of packaged rooftops, make-up air units, and packaged terminal air conditioning units (PTACs) and span small through
medium unit capacities. The airstream is cooled via an air-to-refrigerant heat exchanger (commonly called direct expansion
or DX) with the heat rejected to atmosphere. As a group, they the highest efficiency. It is also notable that under-performing
units are clustered within the larger system capacity units, even though the code requirements are lower.
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Figure 5-18. Cooling systems: air-cooled DX and ASHP efficiency and capacity

Figure 5-19 graphs the smallest capacity units and includes packaged terminal heat pumps (PTHP) and condensing unit
systems. The PTHP show a consistent and close to code efficiency. The condensing units were more difficult to discern in
the documents and there was more ambiguity about the efficiency ratings supplied and how they might apply to the units.
Together these systems serve about 24% of the space.
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Figure 5-19. Cooling systems: PTHP and split specified efficiency and capacity

5.3.4

Heating and cooling equipment ISP findings

This section presents recommended ISP efficiency values for select HVAC equipment types where there were sufficient
observations to support that finding. The ISP recommended values are expressed as code adjustment factors. The product
of a code adjustment factor and the code specified minimum efficiency yields the ISP baseline efficiency for calculating
savings. The ISP recommended values are the median better than code percentages of an equipment category using the
most appropriate ISP metric (see Section 3.2.3.2). Table 5-12 summarizes the HVAC mechanical equipment ISP findings for
select systems and the code adjustment factor for those cases where one could be determined.
Table 5-12. HVAC mechanical equipment ISP findings
Recommended Code
Equipment Type
Adjustment Factor
Hot water boilers

Notes

1.15

Warm air furnaces

1.02

Warm air duct furnaces

None

Insufficient observations to determine an alternative to
code.

Heat pumps – heating

1.06

Includes all heat pumps (air, water, and ground source)
except for packaged terminal heat pumps.

Heat pumps – cooling

1.03

Includes all heat pumps (air, water, and ground source)
except for packaged terminal heat pumps.

Air conditioning

1.00

ISP is at code.

Chillers
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The following sections present the information that support the ISP findings by equipment category. The tables present a bycategory accounting of the HVAC equipment observed in the study and the results by ISP metric. The tables include the
Program Benchmark, which is the mean percentage better than code of the program eligible minimum efficiency
requirements. The recommended ISP metric is bolded in the tables.
Hot Water Boilers. Table 5-13 presents the ISP metrics for boilers. The hot water boiler ISP median rated efficiency is 15%
better than code using the Non-Participant ISP Metric. None of the boilers verified were ineligible, therefore the Ineligible ISP
Metric could not be used. We note that for this population of boilers, the Program benchmark was 11% better than code
which is less than the either the non-participant or participant medians. There was one steam boiler, which is not included in
this ISP metric.
Table 5-13. Median ISP Metrics for Hot Water Boilers
Number of
Results
TOTAL

Median % better/worse
than code

Bounds @ 90%
confidence level

0

n/a

n/a

12

85

15%

13%/17%

13

13

87

11%

10%/11%

10

10

73

15%

13%/17%

3

3

14

12%

n/a

1/0

2

2

Unknown

Unknown

Sites
14

Systems
14

Units
89

0

0

12

Program benchmark
Non-Participant ISP
Metric
Participants
Unverifiable total/partial

Ineligible ISP Metric
Eligible

Warm Air Furnace. Table 5-14 presents the ISP metrics for warm air furnaces. The warm air furnace ISP median rated
efficiency is 2% better than code using the Non-Participant ISP Metric. We could not verify the furnace fan type, which is a
program requirement, therefore we could not determine equipment eligibility and for calculating the Ineligible ISP Metric.
Table 5-14. Median ISP Metrics for Warm Air Furnaces
Number of

Median % better/
worse than code

Bounds @ 90%
confidence level

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

15

53

122

2%

1%/3%

1

7

19

15%

15%/15%

4/1

9

13

Unknown

Unknown

Results

Sites

Systems

Units

TOTAL

20

69

154

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Ineligible ISP Metric
Eligible
Program
benchmark
Non-Participant
ISP Metric
Participants
Unverifiable
total/partial

Warm Air Duct Furnaces. Table 5-15 presents the ISP metrics for warm air duct furnaces. Since most warm air duct
furnaces could not be verified, no code alternate ISP value was determined for this equipment type.
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Table 5-15. Median ISP Metrics for Warm Air DUCT Furnaces
Number of
Results

Sites

Systems

Units

TOTAL

18

57

115

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Ineligible ISP Metric
Eligible

Median % better/
worse than code

Bounds @ 90%
confidence level

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Program
benchmark
Non-Participant ISP
Metric

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

4

11

44

3%

n/a

Participants

0

0

0

n/a

n/a

14/0

46

71

Unknown

Unverifiable
total/partial

Unknown

Heat Pump Heating. Table 5-16 presents the ISP metrics for heat pumps which includes all heat pump types (air, water,
and ground-sourced) except packaged terminal heat pumps (PTHP). The heat pump heating ISP median rated efficiency is
6% better than code using the Ineligible ISP Metric, since there were a substantial number of heat pumps that were verified
in this subgroup. The Program Benchmark of 9% is greater than this ISP value but less than the median participant and nonparticipant median values. Note that per discussions during the 4/1/21 C&I call, consensus was reached that the heat pump
ISPs developed in this study would apply in cases where lower efficiency heat pumps were used as baseline and that a sitespecific baseline would be applied for fuel switching cases.
Table 5-16. Median ISP Metrics for heat pump heating
Number of

Median % better/
worse than code

Bounds @ 90%
confidence level

120

6%

-18%/31%

19

47

23%

n/a

29
18

71
60

432
407

9%
15%

4%/14%
6%/26%

3

11

25

14%

n/a

10/7

38

158

Unknown

Unknown

Results

Sites

Systems

Units

TOTAL

32

112

594

Ineligible ISP Metric

11

24

8

Program benchmark
Non-Participant ISP
Metric
Participants

Eligible

Unverifiable
total/partial

Chillers. Table 5-17 presents the ISP metrics for chillers. The chiller median rated efficiency is 1% better than code using
the Ineligible ISP Metric. All the verified chillers were ineligible. This result will be combined with the findings from a
concurrent chiller ISP study which relies on chiller equipment market actor reported equipment market shares interviews to
determine ISP. This study will develop the final chiller code adjustment factor.
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Table 5-17. Median ISP Metrics for Chillers
Number of

Median % better/
worse than code

Bounds @ 90%
confidence level

11

1% - Adjustment
factor to be finalized
in a separate ISP
study.

-2%/5%

0

0

n/a

n/a

3

3

4

1%

n/a

2

2

7

-1%

n/a

0

0

0

Unknown

Results

Sites

Systems

Units

TOTAL

5

5

11

Ineligible ISP Metric

5

5

0

Program benchmark
Non-Participant ISP
Metric
Participants

Eligible

Unverifiable
total/partial

Unknown

Air-conditioning. Table 5-18 presents the ISP metrics for the air conditioning category of equipment using the Ineligible ISP
Metric since there was a substantial number of observations in this category. The air-conditioning equipment efficiency
ratings are no differently from code, therefore the code adjustment factor is equal to 1.0.
Table 5-18. Median ISP Metrics for Air-conditioning
Number of

Median % better/
worse than code

Bounds @ 90%
confidence level

32

0%

n/a

16

57

15%

N/A

29
26

118
105

203
203

4%
12%

1%/6%
8%/17%

3

13

30

0%

2/12

30

54

Unknown

Results

Sites

Systems

Units

TOTAL

42

149

290

Ineligible ISP Metric

10

18

9

Eligible
Program benchmark
Non-Participant ISP Metric
Participants
Unverifiable total/partial

n/a
Unknown

Heat Pumps Cooling. Table 5-19 presents the ISP metrics for heat pumps operating in the cooling mode. The median rated
efficiency is 3% better than code using the Ineligible ISP Metric, since there were a substantial number of units verified in
this group. The Program Benchmark is greater than the Ineligible ISP Metric value. Note that per discussions during the
4/1/21 C&I call, consensus was reached that the heat pump ISPs developed in this study would apply in cases where lower
efficiency heat pumps were used as baseline and that a site-specific baseline would be applied for fuel switching cases.
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Table 5-19. Median ISP Metrics for Heat Pump Cooling
Number of

Median % better/
worse than code

Bounds @ 90%
confidence level

149

3%

-3%/10%

Results

Sites

Systems

Units

TOTAL

32

113

595

Ineligible ISP Metric

17

43

Eligible
Program benchmark
Non-Participant ISP Metric
Participants
Unverifiable total/partial

5.3.5

9

16

57

15%

n/a

30
27

107
93

588
560

7%
18%

n/a
-6%/43%

3

14

28

21%

0

0

0

Unknown

n/a
Unknown

Mechanical system controls

This section addresses code requirements for the control of mechanical systems. There is no standalone section in code for
controls, rather code required functionality is specified for each equipment type (such as a chiller) in the sections of the code
addressing that system. Control requirements are typically expressed as a sequence of operations or a “strategy” operating
under specific parameters, as illustrated in the following examples:
•

Economizers. Air-handling units of a certain size with mechanical cooling are required to use outside air when the
conditions are favorable. The unit must modulate the outdoor and return air dampers to use more outdoor air when the
dry bulb temperature of the outside air temperature is lower than the return air temperature when in the cooling mode.

•

Heat pumps. Heat pumps are required to lockout the systems’ supplemental resistance heating when the heat pump
can meet the heating load with the more efficient mechanical heating.

As seen in the examples, the strategies are specified in terms of “programming” and not “hardware.” Code leaves the
hardware configuration open and a variety of systems including networked building automations systems (BAS), control
equipment embedded or integrated into the equipment, or non-networked stand-alone controls that are add-on to the
mechanical system. Control parameters in all the hardware configurations are typically easily revised (or bypassed). On that
note, of the 55 NRNC Study sites, 7 (13%) had BAS definitively called out in plans. The sites ranged in size from 25,000 to
300,000 ft2 and included multifamily apartments, a hotel, storage facilities, and manufacturing facilities. We note that the
balance of sites may also have had a BAS specified in specification documents and installed, but not noted in the plans.
Characterizing controls as code compliant or better than code is challenging. Construction drawings are the primary source
of information for determining standard practice and code compliance in this study. This works reasonably well for HVAC
equipment, as this information is usually listed in mechanical schedules on the drawings. However, construction
specifications (narrative-oriented documents that are often hundreds of pages long) are typically the vehicle for specifying
control strategies and permitting offices could not provide the specifications. Although we could not review a detailed
equipment specification, plans often included notation of generic controls like ‘Programmable Thermostats.’ We assumed
these met code required functionality since a large majority of products on the market do. Likewise, when we noted noncompliant controls, it was based on our assessment of the limited detail in the plans, and it is possible that code compliant
details are specified in the construction specifications or are expected in equipment submittals that were not available to the
site engineers.
Ultimately, the installation of controls does not guarantee optimum or even moderately efficient operation, as most controls
can be easily overridden by an operator or improperly commissioned. A concrete understanding of how well control
implementation meets the intent of code would require on-site M&V, which was not in the study scope.
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5.3.5.1

Mechanical systems control compliance

Control verification data was missing about half of the time. While there were challenges and limitations to determining
mechanical control compliance, certain code requirements could be verified. Table 5-20 presents a table of code required
control strategies that could be inferred from a review of plans with the caveats noted above. The counts in Table 5-20
represent instances of individual points of control (such as a thermostat or a chiller) for individual mechanical equipment and
whether that point of control is below, meets, or is above code. The results are unweighted, since the linkage to the floor
space impacted by the controls was not always clear and also because of our qualified confidence in the information
available for charactering compliance.
Table 5-20. Summary of mechanical system controls for specified equipment
Total
Units

Percent of
Observations
Below Code

Percent
Compliant

Percent of
Observations
Above Code

n/v

n/a

Control Category

Description

Boilers & Furnaces

Control boiler temp w/OAT

88

0%

66%

0%

34%

0%

Boilers & Furnaces

Sequence multiple boilers

88

0%

81%

0%

18%

1%

Boilers & Furnaces

Hot water reset

88

0%

11%

61%

27%

0%

Domestic Hot Water

Shut off circulating pumps

18

22%

11%

0%

33%

33%

Heating & Cooling

Control supply air temperature

179

7%

18%

0%

75%

0%

Heating & Cooling

Set 5-degree deadband

1394

0%

52%

0%

41%

7%

Heating & Cooling

Setback off-hour temperatures

1884

0%

62%

0%

32%

5%

Heating & Cooling

Have 7-day scheduling

1884

0%

62%

0%

32%

5%

Heating & Cooling

Auto adjust start times

1884

0%

62%

0%

32%

5%

Heating & Cooling

Control heating and cooling in each zone

852

1%

91%

0%

8%

0%

Heat Pump

Prioritize heat pumps over electric
resistance

470

0%

25%

0%

62%

13%

Heat Pump

Set HP deadband > 20 F

490

2%

91%

0%

7%

0%

Heating & Cooling

Reset multi-zone air temperature

222

5%

0%

0%

85%

10%

For the most part, controls were compliant with code when we could verify the control designs. Table 5-21 summarizes
compliance by site. Since some sites had multiple installations of the same equipment, it is also useful to show compliance
at the site level.
Table 5-21. Summary of mechanical system control compliance by site

Control Category

Description

Percent of
sites below
code

Percent of
sites
compliant

Percent of
sites above
code

n/v

n/a

Boilers & Furnaces

Control boiler temp w/OAT

0%

7%

0%

24%

69%

Boilers & Furnaces

Sequence multiple boilers

0%

15%

0%

9%

76%

Boilers & Furnaces

How water reset

0%

7%

4%

4%

85%

Domestic Hot Water

Shut off circulating pumps

5%

2%

0%

4%

89%

Heating & Cooling

Control supply air temperature

2%

7%

0%

27%

64%

Heating & Cooling

Set 5-degree deadband

4%

85%

0%

11%

0%
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Control Category
Heating & Cooling
Heating & Cooling
Heat Pump
Heating & Cooling

Description
Scheduling, setbacks & adjust
start times
Control heating and cooling in
each zone
Prioritize heat pumps over
electric resistance
Reset multi-zone air
temperature

Percent of
sites below
code

Percent of
sites
compliant

Percent of
sites above
code

n/v

n/a

4%

85%

0%

11%

0%

4%

73%

0%

11%

13%

0%

15%

0%

24%

62%

2%

0%

0%

44%

55%

We note that we excluded another 27 individual code control requirements where no site information was available to verify
compliance. APPENDIX B lists all the individual code requirements considered in this review.
These are the controls observations by equipment type:
•

Boilers. Boiler control strategies were often not captured in plans. Hot water reset was specified for all boilers where
control information was available, even for boilers where it was not required. At two verified sites, small condensing
boilers were designed with temperature reset, although it was not required because their capacities were smaller than
the code minimum threshold, hence they are considered to perform better than code.

•

Domestic hot water (DHW). DHW systems supply hot water to a building for bathing and washing. As demand for DHW
typically varies considerably over the course of a day, the code requires circulating pumps to reduce output or shut off
when not being used. At the four sites where the status of pump controls could be verified, only one was designed to
comply with code.

•

Furnaces. Code specifies that furnaces meeting certain minimum conditions are required to reset the supply air in
response to load. This strategy modulates the supply air temperature setpoint as a function of load. Twenty sites had
furnaces that required reset control and of the five that could be verified, four site designs were verified as compliant with
code.

•

Heating and cooling. These code requirements specify strategies for setting space temperatures in occupied and
unoccupied modes. The strategies include temperature setback during unoccupied periods, optimizing heating and
cooling start times, seven-day scheduling of occupied and unoccupied periods, individual zone control, and ensuring an
adequate dead-band between heating and cooling. We assumed that smart thermostats or a BAS will be able to meet
code control requirements without observing a call out for those specific strategies. We did observe that two of the 49
sites with verifiable information did not have heating-cooling controls compliant with code, such as the ability to schedule
temperatures and setbacks and ensuring adequate dead-bands between heating and cooling because the thermostats
noted on plan were not programmable. These numbers also include the heating and cooling controls for heat pumps.
Code also requires that systems that heat and cool multiple zones be able to re-set supply air temperatures. One site
with eleven air handling units did not have the required controls. However, this was the only site with verifiable
information on multi-zone controls.

•

Heat pumps. Heat pumps are subject to the heating and cooling code requirements noted in the previous paragraph.
Like heating and cooling, we assumed that smart thermostats or a BAS would satisfy scheduling, setback, dead-band,
individual zone control, and start time requirements. In addition to these requirements, heat pumps are also subject to a
requirement that electric resistance heating does not come on unless the heat pump is not able to meet the load
mechanically and all heat pumps are assumed to be compliant.
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•

Air-side economizer. Air-side economizer capability was installed in all units required by code; however, it was not
possible to determine whether the enthalpy or dry-bulb economizer setpoints met code requirements. In addition to code
compliance, the project data did reveal other interesting information.

•

Economizers. Economizers are devices on rooftop air conditioners and air handlers that bring in large quantities of
outside air when it is cool enough to displace mechanical cooling. Economizers are controlled in one of two ways: based
on either enthalpy (total heat content) of the air or the dry bulb temperature of the air. For both ways, this can be based
on the difference in values between outside air and air being recirculated (return air), or just on the value for the outside
air itself. Four of the 55 sites were noted to have economizers. Of the individual systems with economizer controls, 67%
of economizers have enthalpy based and 31% have dry bulb controls. (The other 2% could not be verified.)

•

Demand control ventilation (DCV). DCV is a way of limiting the amount of outside air and the expense of heating or
cooling it by monitoring the carbon dioxide levels in a space. Only enough outside air is supplied to ensure that CO2 does
not exceed certain levels. Only 8% of the systems have demand-controlled ventilation. However, it is impossible to
determine from the data if it is required by code as there is insufficient information about occupancy density and/or space
size. DCV is commonly used to control the amount of outside air supplied to spaces where many people gather in close
proximity such as conference rooms.

5.4

Lighting

This section presents the results of the lighting measure compliance and ISP analysis.

5.4.1

Lighting code compliance

Table 5-22 describes the individual lighting code measures assessed during the NRNC Study, along with the number of
study sites where data was verifiable and the percentage of NRNC square footage represented by the compliance results.
Individual measures are discussed below, showing the compliance results and 90% confidence bounds.
Table 5-22. Lighting measure summary
Number of Sites

Estimated Percentage of NRNC

Verifiable

Square Footage Represented

Lighting power density (LPD) in interior spaces

48

94%

LPD in exterior spaces

46

88%

Automatic lighting control to shut off all non-emergency

38

72%

47

88%

46

89%

46

85%

Code Measure Description

building lighting (required in buildings >5,000 sq ft)
Daylight zones are provided with individual controls that
control the lights independent of the general area lighting
Controls for application-specific lighting are separate from the
main lighting controls throughout the building
Sleeping units have at least one master switch at the main
entry door that controls all permanent lighting except those in
the bathroom
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Code Measure Description
Exterior lighting controlled by photocell or timer

Number of Sites

Estimated Percentage of NRNC

Verifiable

Square Footage Represented

41

78%

This table suggests the following observations from the analysis of the individual lighting measures:
•

Interior LPD – The DNV team assessed interior LPD using the space-by-space method. In this method, site engineers
estimated the square footage for each individual space within the sample buildings to compute the total allowed wattage
for the building (trade-offs are allowed within spaces provided that the overall wattage is less than the allowed wattage).
Engineers then inventoried all interior fixtures to determine the assessed wattage and compared that to the code allowed
values. Figure 5-20 presents the interior LPD compliance results; 97% of the observed square footage was compliant
with the code. This is consistent with prior studies and reflects the continued increasing penetration of LEDs in NRNC
that outpace the code LPD requirements. Additional details regarding interior LPDs are presented in the ISP section.

Figure 5-20. Interior LPD compliance results

•

Exterior LPD – For exterior lighting, the code provides a base allowance of wattage based on the building zone, and in
addition specifies wattage requirements for individual spaces (walkways, parking lots, etc.); some of these spaces are
tradeable and some are not. Site engineers inventoried all available exterior fixtures can compared them to the allowed
wattage to determine compliance, shown in Figure 5-21. While 78% of observable square footage was compliant, 16%
was not compliant. This was due to sites exceeding wattage requirements for non-tradeable spaces, as well as
overlighting walkway and parking areas.
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Figure 5-21. Exterior LPD compliance results

•

Daylighting Controls – The energy code requires that daylight zones are provided with individual controls independent
of general lighting controls. Recent versions of IECC have expanded the focus on daylighting, highlighting the increased
interest in ensuring that daylight zones are able to incorporate natural light whenever possible. Figure 5-22 shows the
compliance results for daylighting. Compliance was binary for this measure – either the individual sites did or did not
have code compliant daylight controls installed. Of the observable square footage, 51% was compliant while 26% was
not in compliance. This highlights a need for continued focus on daylighting control as a strategy to manage lighting
loads.

Figure 5-22. Daylighting control compliance

•

Automatic non-emergency lighting shut off control – The code requires the functionality to turn off all non-emergency
lights when a building is unoccupied. Figure 5-23 shows the weighted percentage of observed floorspace distributed
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across compliance levels: 47% compliant and another 32% mostly compliant. The DNV team encountered a variety of
different strategies to document this feature, and inconsistent or incomplete documentation likely played a role in the
partial compliance values.
Figure 5-23. Automatic non-emergency lighting shutoff compliance

•

Exterior Controls – The code requires that external lighting is provided with controls that automatically turn off lighting
as a function of available daylight, either by photocell control, astronomical timers with seasonal daylight adjustment, or
some combination. The DNV team assessed compliance with the measure as shown in Figure 5-24. This was welldocumented, and approximately 78% of observable square footage met this requirement.

Figure 5-24. Exterior lighting control compliance

•

Other interior lighting controls – The DNV team assessed compliance with several additional interior lighting controls
code requirements that are not commonly found in NRNC. These included:
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-

The requirement to control application-specific lighting separately from the general lighting controls. This was not

-

The requirement that buildings with sleeping units (hotels and motels, dormitories, etc.) provide a master switch to

applicable in 69% of study sites and compliant where observable.
control all permanent lighting. This was not applicable in 64% of study sites but found to be fully compliant where
observable.

5.4.2

Lighting ISP insights

The lighting data captured during the NRNC Study enables some insights into baseline practices in Massachusetts, as
discussed below.

5.4.2.1

Lighting fixture distribution

As part of the lighting data collection, the DNV team gathered lighting fixture inventories for all surveyed interior and exterior
spaces. Figure 5-25 presents the distribution of interior fixtures and Figure 5-26 presents the distribution of exterior fixtures
by lighting technology for the NRNC Study (IECC 2015) compared with the previous two studies, the 2017 Study (P70)
based on IECC 2012 and the 2015 Study (P24) based on IECC 2009. The key observation here is the continued trend in the
penetration of LED lighting in NRNC for both interior and exterior lighting.
Figure 5-25. Interior lighting technology trends across code studies

Figure 5-26. Exterior lighting technology trends across code studies
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5.4.2.2

Interior lighting power density

The lighting data collected during the NRNC Study provides an update to the adjustment factor for interior LPD that can be
applied to analyses of new commercial construction buildings permitted under the 2015 International Energy Conservation
Code (IECC 2015). Based on our observations the DNV team recommends that an adjustment factor of 0.60 ± 0.08 be used
to “de-rate” code required interior LPD for analyses of new commercial construction buildings.
The DNV team used a methodology consistent with past estimations of this LPD adjustment factor and is summarized
below:
1.

Aggregate MA19C08-B-NRNCMKT Study data by site – This initial step calculated a code-allowed wattage and an
assessed wattage for each of the 48 sites where LPD data was observable. For some sites, a census fixture inventory
was completed, while for others a representative sample was used, capturing the square footage assessed. The key
difference in this study’s assessment compared to prior studies is the assessment of LPD on a space-by-space basis for
all sites. Instead of selecting a single LPD for the whole building, a unique LPD was calculated as the sum of the
product of the space-type square-footage and the space specific LPD allowed by code.

2.

Weight data by square footage and site weight. Where a complete assessment of a site was not possible, the
documented space square-footage, code allowances, and documented connected watts were aggregated to represent
the total assessed and allowed wattage for each building. The observed square-footage rather than the building total
square-footage was used in expanding results. DNV then applied site weights to estimate the statewide ratio of
assessed wattage to code-allowed wattage.

3.

Review data for outliers or additional stratifications. We reviewed the resulting data to identify outliers. This review
showed that no individual site unduly influenced the outcome, and that values from potential subsectors were not
significantly different from the statewide value.
Parking garages, which are treated as ‘interior’ spaces in code, have an exceptionally low LPD allowance when
compared to all the other space types. The square footage of parking garages thus had large impacts on LPD,
producing erratic compliance values. Parking garages, which accounted for about 7% of the allowed load, were not
included in the LPD calculations.

4.

Adjust for program participation. The DNV team adjusted for program participation in a three-step process.
a.

Identify program participation within the sample. The DNV team cross-referenced the sampled sites
with PA participation databases and found that 19 sites (35%) received lighting incentives and can be
classified as participants, as shown in Table 5-23.

Table 5-23. NRNC Study participation and LPD compliance
2017 Study Site Type

Number of Sites

Ratio of assessed wattage to
Code allowed wattage

Participants (P)
Nonparticipants (Np)

b.

19

0.59

29

0.60

Adjust the participant compliance ratio to account for program influence. While there was no
statistical difference between participants and nonparticipants, the DNV team elected to adjust for
program influence to be consistent with prior calculations of this adjustment. The compliance ratio for
participants was adjusted to account for (i.e., remove) the influence of the programs using the free
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ridership (FR) rate. The team utilized the FR value of 40% for C&I new buildings from the
Massachusetts Technical Reference Manual for lighting systems. 2 This FR value was used to
approximate the proportion of the difference between the nonparticipant and participant compliance
ratios that is not attributable to program influence.
c.

To reflect the market compliance ratio from the perspective of participants, we calculated the
participant-adjusted value (Padj), by accounting for program influence (1-FR) from the difference
between Np and the P values, as shown in the following equation:

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃 + [(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 − 𝑃𝑃) × ∗ (1 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹)] = 0.60 + [(0.60 − 0.59) × (1 − 0.4)] = 0.60

As shown above, 60% (1 ‒ 0.4) of the difference between the nonparticipant and participant compliance
ratios is used to approximate program influence, and we estimate an adjusted compliance ratio (Padj) of
0.60 for program participants without program influence.

d.

Apply to population. During the prior estimation of the LPD adjustment, the DNV team analyzed
Dodge records and program tracking data to estimate a population participation rate of 40%. This
participation rate was used for the current study to compute a weighted average compliance ratio for the
adjusted participants and the nonparticipants.

Table 5-24. NRNC interior LPD adjustment
Number of
Sites

Unweighted
Compliance Ratio

Adjusted
Compliance Ratio

Population Participation Rate

Participants (P)

19

0.59

0.60

0.4

Nonparticipants (Np)

29

0.60

n/a

2017 Study Site Type

Weighted average adjustment factor at 90% confidence

0.6
0.60 +/- 0.08

Interior lighting by building type. Figure 5-27 presents the interior lighting by building type, shown as percent better than
code (the additive inverse of the LPD adjustment). Overall interior LPD was 40% better than code, though some building
types fared better and worse.

2 The 2019-2021 Plan version of the Massachusetts Technical Reference Manual for Commercial and Industrial lighting can be found here: https://api-

plus.anbetrack.com/etrmgateway/etrm/api/v1/etrm/documents/5ee4885d6996f23f9d7df74e/view?authToken=a883d5005e373badf872a1789e5af1e557d92b224c7d48848bf24a4393342d5e93
39009f86ca822c7b99691ec525cfc570c6ee9e7a3a2da9b2cb63f66a1b922e02b50756c3638d#page=522.
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Figure 5-27. Interior lighting by building type

5.4.2.3

Interior lighting controls

As part of the interior fixture inventory, the DNV team attempted to identify the lighting controls for each fixture wherever
possible, capturing the types of controls detailed on the construction drawings and calculating the percent of the lighting load
controlled by control strategy for each site. Note that while this analysis reflects the controls detailed on drawings, the DNV
team did not assess whether or not any of these controls are functioning – these results should thus reflect insights on the
design intent of lighting controls and not their performance or proper commissioning.
Figure 5-28 shows the top five control strategies by estimated load controlled, weighted to the population. Note that
individual fixtures can be controlled by multiple strategies such as occupancy/vacancy sensors with a manual switch
override; thus, these values do not sum to 100%. This analysis supports the following observations:
•

Manual light switches are common. Manual switches control the largest amount of lighting load, and it is likely that the
manual-controlled load is underrepresented in this data due to inconsistent and incomplete documentation of light
switching on electrical drawings. Manual switches are not often included on lighting schedules, but can be detailed on
either lighting and power plans, while other controls are more consistently detailed on fixture schedules and in lighting
plans.

•

Occupancy sensors are commonly utilized to satisfy code requirements. The code requires occupancy sensors in
select spaces, and allows the use of occupancy and vacancy sensors to satisfy additional control requirements. This
trend is consistent with observations from prior studies.

•

Increasing penetration of advanced lighting controls. This analysis shows increasing specification of advanced
lighting controls. Approximately 17% of the lighting load has fixture-integrated control functionality, and 16% of the load
has networked control and scheduled controls. All three of these results are likely evidence of advanced lighting controls
– networked controls reflect a holistic approach to lighting control, and fixture-integrated controls are commonly used in
networked systems but also can provide increased functionality on their own. While scheduled controls (time clocks) are
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not new or necessarily advanced technology-wise, they were traditionally employed to control exterior lighting but are
increasingly being used in interior spaces to provide more refined control in spaces that don’t require 24/7 lighting such
as office lobbies. While this study cannot comment on commissioning and effectiveness of these tools, the increasing
penetration suggests that the industry is moving towards advanced lighting control solutions.
•

Daylighting control advances. While not in the top five control strategies by load, the NRNC Study did identify the
utilization of photocells to control daylight zone lighting. Daylighting historically was primarily controlled by manual or bilevel switching – this trend is likely worth future exploration.

Figure 5-28. Top five lighting controls by load

5.4.2.4

Exterior lighting power density

While prior studies did not have sufficient data points to support an exterior LPD ISP assessment, the NRNC Study collected
exterior LPD data for 43 of the 55 study sites. The DNV team applied the same methodology used for interior LPD to assess
standard practice in exterior lighting, adjusting for free ridership and population participation. Based on our observations, the
DNV team recommends that an adjustment factor of 0.67 ± 0.10 be used to “de-rate” code required interior LPD for analyses
of new commercial construction buildings.
Table 5-25. NRNC exterior LPD adjustment
Number of
Sites

Unweighted
Compliance Ratio

Adjusted
Compliance Ratio

Population Participation Rate

Participants (P)

16

0.63

0.66

0.4

Nonparticipants (Np)

27

0.68

n/a

2017 Study Site Type

Weighted average adjustment factor at 90% confidence
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6

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONSIDERATIONS

This section presents conclusions, recommendations, and considerations for the NRNC Study.

6.1

Conclusions

The analysis and results of this study support the following conclusions:
1.

Current standard practice is better than code for many of the measures examined in this study. Clear indications of ISP
were found for the following measures:


Interior LPD. The DNV team determined that interior LPD design was 0.60 ± 0.08 of the code requirements (40%
better than code) for buildings permitted under IECC 2015.



Exterior LPD. The DNV team examined exterior lighting design and found that standard practice for exterior
lighting design was 0.67 ± 0.10 of the code requirements (33% better than code) for buildings permitted under
IECC 2015.



Boilers. The NRNC Study found that standard practice for boilers is to specify condensing boilers, while the code
efficiency levels reflect a baseline of a non-condensing boiler. The study results suggest that the median boiler
specified in NRNC are 15% better than code requirements.



Heat pumps. Standard practice for heat pumps was observed to be better than code, suggesting that the median
ineligible specified heat pump is 3% and 6% better than code for cooling and heating respectively.



Warm air furnaces and direct expansion (DX) AC. The median units for both of these equipment types were
determined to be specified at code.


2.

Chillers. The median unit was determined to be specified 1% better than code.

Mechanical equipment is largely compliant with the energy code efficiency requirements, though compliance is difficult
to assess for mechanical equipment controls. This is consistent with prior code compliance study findings and reflects
the market aligning with the code such that it is difficult to purchase equipment that does not comply with code
requirements. For mechanical equipment controls, the presence of controls can be identified, but this study was not
designed to provide insights regarding control commissioning or operations, key components of successful control
strategies. ISPs developed from this study are based on stated equipment efficiencies from construction drawings.
Actual equipment and controls performance cannot be determined from plan review and would require on-site
evaluation.

3.

Opportunities remain for improving code compliance and assessing building performance. While this study
focused on individual measures in lieu of whole building compliance, opportunities remain to improve compliance for
select measures such as slab insulation/thermal break requirements, air barrier documentation, and daylighting.
Additionally, many benefits of code compliant systems rely on proper installation of components and system
commissioning, particularly for controls and envelope sealing/insulation requirements, which were not assessed as part
of this study.

4.

The recruitment approach in this study effectively mitigated self-selection bias and provides results reflective of the
NRNC market. Prior code compliance studies likely suffered from self-selection bias in that building designers and
owners who are knowingly not adhering to code could decline participation. The NRNC Study recruited directly from
municipal building departments to mitigate this, and ensured that sites represent a broad range of municipalities (38
municipalities represented across 55 sites) using the two-stage sample. While there were some drawbacks in this
approach, notably being limited to whatever was available at municipal building departments without the ability to reach
out to project teams for supplemental equipment and site details, this approach more closely mirrored the compliance
review performed on these projects and results in a NRNC perspective absent the self-selection bias.
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6.2

Recommendations

The DNV team has the following recommendations based on data collected, results, and conclusions from the study:
1.

Based on the results of this study, we recommend adoption of the ISP values summarized in Table 6-1. The product of
a code adjustment factor and the code specified minimum efficiency yields the ISP baseline efficiency to be used for
calculating savings. These values reflect the best available ISP data.

Table 6-1. Recommended ISP code adjustment factors.

Equipment Type
Interior lighting

0.60

Notes
Applicable to the IECC 2015 values

Exterior lighting

0.67

Hot water boilers

1.15

Warm air furnaces

1.02

Heat pumps – heating

1.06

Includes all heat pumps (air, water, and ground source)
except for packaged terminal heat pumps.
Per 4/1/21 discussion, applies to heat pump baselines
but not fuel switch baselines.

Heat pumps – cooling

1.03

Includes all heat pumps (air, water, and ground source)
except for packaged terminal heat pumps.
Per 4/1/21 discussion, applies to heat pump baselines
but not fuel switch baselines.

Air conditioning

1.00

ISP is at code.

Chillers

2.

Recommended
Code Adjustment
Factor

1% better than code

This finding will be combined with other research to
determine the chiller code adjustment factor in the ISP
Market Research Memo.

Determine a chiller code adjustment factor by combining the results of this study and the concurrent chiller ISP study.
The chiller ISP study is collection market actor estimates of equipment market share as a different approach to
determining chiller ISP. The final combined chiller code adjustment factor will be reported in the chiller ISP study.

3.

Focus energy code training on targeting code provisions that are not readily complied with and/or require proper
installation to capture energy benefits. This study showed that compliance opportunities remain for building envelope
components such as slab design as well as lighting measures such as daylighting. Additionally, many building
components require proper installation to achieve benefits (e.g. envelope insulation, air barriers, mechanical and
lighting controls). Focused training on these measures can improve code official and market knowledge of proper
design and installation to improve compliance and building performance.

6.3

Considerations

DNV makes the following considerations from the NRNC Study:
1.

Consider targeted equipment and measure-specific studies to further investigate building envelope practices.
Window details are consistently difficult to obtain from construction drawings, and with increasing glazing levels in
NRNC building design, sound understanding of thermal envelope performance will be critical to understanding standard
practice. In addition, the NRNC Study identified several buildings installing prefabricated insulated metal panel walls.
While these have manufacturer assurances regarding thermal performance, additional study could help align these with
code insulation requirements.
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2.

Consider expanding the PA program participation database to include more detailed information about
program participation. The PA program participation database provides limited details on the specific measures
incentivized by the programs. This data was used during the NRNC Study to assess participation by code category
(envelope, HVAC, and lighting). Additional detail on participation could help improve our classification of participation
and enable more detailed comparisons of participants and non-participants.

6.4

Guidance for future research

DNV has the following guidance for future research:
5.

Pursue additional ISP research to validate additional results in this study regarding mechanical equipment. This
study gathered data across heating and cooling technologies, estimating areas served by fuel and technology while also
gathering efficiency details. While there was strong evidence for some measures that standard practice exceeds code,
there were many instances where efficiency values were not obtainable. Integrating the findings of this study into the
ongoing ISP Repository effort or as separate studies would complement the NRNC data with expert, manufacturer, and
distributor perspectives to solidify ISP conclusions.

6.

Conduct field-based studies to assess ISPs for envelope, mechanical systems, and lighting controls in NRNC.
While construction drawing reviews can identify the presence of envelope components and some mechanical and
lighting controls, they cannot provide any data regarding quality of installation or control commissioning and operations.
As these elements, particularly controls, are expected to comprise a larger share of future PA programs, field
verification is essential to understand ISPs, gathering data regarding installation quality, controls commissioning, and
any overrides in place that may change design intent. While there is perhaps an implicit assumption that controls aren’t
always operating according to design and thus there could be a reduction in control savings, this field verification would
provide better data on how these components operate post-construction to inform ISPs, as well as any impacts from
building commissioning.
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APPENDIX A.
MA19C08-B-NRNCMKT WORKING GROUP WEBINAR
SUMMARY MEMO
Executive summary
This memo presents a summary of the Working Group Webinar hosted by the DNV Team for the MA19C08-B-NRNCMKT
project on 8/14/19. The objective of the workshop was to share Phase 1 research completed by the DNV Team and to solicit
input from the stakeholder group to inform the scope and direction for Phase 2 of the study. This memo highlights the key
discussion topics and provides next steps that will be incorporated into the Phase 2 Stage 3 work plan for the study.

Webinar overview and discussion topics
This webinar was designed as an opportunity for project stakeholders to provide input into the development of the scope for
Phase 2 of this study. The webinar attendees included:
DNV Team – Elana Cole, Sue Haselhorst, Ari Michelson, Milana Pakes, and Walter Schaefer of ERS; Mimi Goldberg and
Jim Leahy of DNV
PAs, PA consultants, and EEAC – Scott Albert, Alex Bothner, Chris Chan, Ben Crosby, Scott Dimetrosky, Matt Fitzgerald,
Dave Jacobson, Phil Moffitt, Ralph Prahl, Jaclyn Rambarran, and Autumn Snyder
There were three primary discussion topics addressed during the workshop:
1.

Defining the scope of the study to either conduct a full energy code compliance study or a more targeted study on
industry standard practices (ISPs). This included discussion of individual measures recommended for inclusion in the
ISP study.

2.

Recruitment and sampling discussion on population estimation, recruitment testing, and proposed sampling approach.

3.

Data collection discussion focusing on benefits/challenges of collecting data via plan review vs. on-sites.

A summary of each discussion is included in the following sections.

Study scope: code compliance vs. ISP
The first discussion item focused on the study scope to gather stakeholder perspectives on Phase 2 research options:
conducting a full energy code compliance study vs. a targeted ISP study. The DNV Team provided context on the prior
studies completed in MA and on how prior results have been utilized for code attribution and applied to other DNV team
evaluation work, such as the Comprehensive Design (CDA) program. This discussion also included DNV Team
recommendations on individual building envelope, HVAC, and lighting measures for investigation, should the targeted ISP
path be selected.

General approach discussion points
The primary discussion points were:
Budget – Completing a full code compliance assessment, consistent with prior studies, carries an estimated cost of
$560,000, about $160,000 more than the targeted approach. This is largely due to streamlining the data collection under the
ISP approach by only assessing compliance and standard practices for a select subset of measures.
Code compliance – Several stakeholders raised questions about compliance, whether it has changed over time, and
expected changes in future codes. We noted that prior studies have consistently had high compliance rates (>90%) over
time. Stakeholders expressed an interest in looking ahead to IECC 2018 to anticipate upcoming changes to incorporate in
the data collection, where possible. Stakeholders also expressed an interest in the DNV Team assessing energy code
compliance for the subset of energy code measures included in this study should the ISP approach be pursued. This will not
result in overall energy code compliance, but would provide insights for the measures in our scope.
Performance path – Several questions were raised on the prior methodologies and how performance path approaches to
compliance could be assessed. The DNV Team indicated that prior studies have exclusively focused on assessing
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compliance on a prescriptive basis, due to challenges gathering performance path inputs. Ralph Prahl indicated that recent
CCSI surveys indicated that the majority of buildings in IECC 2015 are pursuing the prescriptive approach.
New construction baseline slides – Scott Dimetrosky distributed some slides just prior to the webinar, and pointed
attendees to them particularly in reference to potential value from COMcheck reports submitted alongside construction
plans, as well as how prior LPD results were applied to CDA results. The timing may not work to apply new data gathered
through Phase 2 to 2019 results, but that depends in part on timing of Phase 2 and recruitment success.

Individual measure recommendations
The DNV Team presented specific recommendations regarding measures to include for each category: building envelope,
mechanical systems, and lighting. These recommendations leveraged prior work by the DNV Team and a literature review
that would canvass prior studies and other secondary resources.

Building envelope
The DNV Team recommended that building envelope data collection focus on collecting building practice data for a subset
of the code measures:
Continuous air barrier – Air sealing is an important component of a sound envelope, and the DNV Team plans to review
and assess how air barriers are documented on plans. This will not include blower door testing.
Roof insulation – This has a relatively high contribution to building heat loss, and typically is fairly easy to observe from
plans. We plan to gather R-values from plans for all roof types included in the building.
Slab insulation – This measure had lower compliance in prior studies, particularly related to establishing a thermal break
between the slab and the exterior. We plan to gather R-values and assess thermal break for all sites.

Mechanical systems
The DNV team recommended that mechanical data collection focus on the following:
Equipment inventory – A full inventory of the major mechanical equipment on-site. This is consistent with past studies, and
could potentially include more detail on equipment-specific control strategies than was gathered previously.
Select additional HVAC and controls provisions – We plan to characterize the HVAC control, including spaces, zones,
and general strategies, noting the prevalence of thermostats, demand-controlled ventilation (DCV), and other space- and
equipment-specific controls, as available.

Lighting and electrical systems
The DNV team recommended that lighting data collection include all elements of typical full-code compliance assessments.
Lighting continues to be a large contributor to program savings, and lighting findings in past studies have been applied to
other DNV team evaluations. The scope of proposed lighting data collection is as follows:
Lighting inventory – We plan to conduct a full lighting inventory for all buildings included in the study.
-

Stakeholders expressed interest in gathering data at more granular levels to enable assessment of space-by-space
LPD. The DNV Team plans to do this wherever possible.

Lighting controls – We plan to inventory lighting controls, including manual control, occupancy/vacancy sensors,
networked controls, and daylighting, as available.
Elevators and escalators – This is a new measure to the code. We plan to capture details, as available.

Conclusions and next steps
The stakeholder group reached a general consensus that a targeted ISP approach is the appropriate path to pursue for this
study. There are ongoing discussions with the NC subcommittee evaluating redesign of the NC programs. The DNV Team
should stay current on and support these discussions. Since we will be collecting plans for all sites, we could evaluate the
sites for full-code compliance at a later date under a different study if the NC subcommittee or other stakeholders have a
need for this data.
There was general agreement to the data collection approach for the three major measure categories as outlined in Section
3.2 above.
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Population estimate, recruitment, and sampling
The DNV team presented the Phase 1 work to estimate the NRNC population, test the recruitment approach, and develop a
preliminary sampling approach.

NRNC Population Estimate
The DNV team purchased a subscription to the Dodge database and scrubbed the data to develop the estimate of the
NRNC population. This approach was consistent with prior studies leveraging Dodge data, although the Dodge data file did
not have as much detail for square footage and estimated project values ($) as in prior editions of the Dodge data. This data
scrubbing excluded many projects, such as municipal paving projects and minor renovations, and can be considered a
decent proxy for NRNC activity in Massachusetts.

Recruitment Approach
The DNV team shared the results of Phase 1 recruitment testing, which consisted of contacting municipal building
departments directly to request construction plans. We have had some success in three out of four municipalities where this
strategy has been used, and have open requests out for the remaining municipality. We encountered some challenges in
identifying the appropriate contact, and a mix of methods was required across municipalities to obtain documents. However,
this approach mitigates self-selection bias and offers time and budget savings as compared to contacting individual sites
directly. We recommend recruiting directly from building departments for the Phase 2 data collection.

Sampling Approach
Mimi Goldberg from the DNV team presented the preliminary sampling approach proposed for this study, highlighting
considerations for one-stage or two-stage sampling options. We intend to pursue a two-stage sample, with some
stratification by project size, and potentially building type; this will be detailed in the Phase 2 work plan.
Key discussion elements included:
Stratification considerations – Several questions were raised about stratification and the benefits/challenges of various
approaches. These include stratifications by size and building type.
Program participation – Stakeholders raised questions about identifying program participation, as prior studies assessed
differences in installed practices between participants and non-participants. We don’t have the data to sample by program
participation, but can incorporate assessment of program participation and impacts for the sample during Phase 2 analysis.
Recruitment cost and sample size – Recruitment costs were very high during the prior study (P70). By recruiting directly
from towns, we expect some cost savings, while also increasing the sample size, as we plan to recruit multiple buildings
from many towns.
Municipality variation – Several questions were raised regarding anticipated differences across municipalities, particularly
related to stretch code vs. non-stretch code municipalities, as well as municipalities not served by the MA PAs. We will
consider these potential variations as we develop our sample strategy.

Conclusions and Next Steps
The Phase 2 work plan will address population estimation and the recruitment approach, and will include an updated sample
design for this study that incorporates feedback from stakeholders at this webinar.

Data Collection: Plans vs. Site Visits
The data collection approach proposed for this project is to review construction documents obtained directly from municipal
building departments. The DNV team presented an option for stakeholder input to include some site visits with estimated
completion, based on prior study recruitment trends, at 10% of the study sites (~7) and a total cost estimate of $49,000.
Key discussion elements included:
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Value of site visits – We discussed the value of site visits in improving the quality and/or quantity of data collection. Past
code compliance studies did not find significant differences between what was observed on plans and on-site for energy
code related matters. Additionally, these buildings will likely be at various stages of construction, from initial design and
groundbreaking all the way through building commissioning and operations. Data availability on-site largely depends on the
construction stage.
Plug loads – Several stakeholders expressed an interest in learning more about plug loads, particularly in the context of the
NC subcommittee work on program redesign. The DNV Team indicated that plug load data would be difficult to capture for
this population and may make more sense as a separate study; they asked for more insight on what specific plug load
measures are under consideration. Alex Bothner had an action item to take this question to the NC subcommittee for
clarification.
Recruitment challenges – Should we pursue site visits, we anticipate recruitment challenges, as we will be collecting plans
directly from municipalities. Direct site recruitment could introduce self-selection bias, and the limited sample size might not
give us enough information to form definitive conclusions.

Conclusions and Next Steps
Site visits as outlined during the discussion (seven sites at about $49,000 total) can be included as an optional task in Phase
2. Additional site work to assess plug loads for NRNC cannot be included before learning more from the NC subcommittee
about the intended measures that the program redesign would include. The timing of site visits likely won’t align with plug
load interests, as it often takes months or years to establish normal operations and plug load usage.
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APPENDIX B.
TABLE OF INDIVIDUAL MECHANICAL CONTROLS CODE
REQUIREMENTS
Code Requirement
Reference
C403.2.5

Control Boiler Temp w/OAT

C403.4.3

Sequence Multiple Boilers

C403.4.4

Reset Boiler Temp v Load

C403.4.2.5
C404.7
C403.4.1.3

Set 5 Degree Deadband

403.4.2

Setback Off-hour Temps

C403.2.2

Have 7-Day Scheduling

C403.2.4.3.3

Auto Adjust Start Times

C403.4.3.3.1

Control Fan Speed > 5 hp

504.3
C403.2.8

Turn Off Fan Unoccupied

C403.6.7

Turn Off Terminal Fan

C403.4.4

Control VAVs in Multiple Zones

503.4.5.1

Reduce Airflow B4 H or C

503.4.5.2

Reduce Airflow Before Mixing

Yes
Yes
Yes

Control VAV Fans > 7.5 hp

C403.6.2

Reduce Airflow B4 Heat or Cool

C403.7.3

Limit Air Temp to Zones
Limit Vestibule Heating
Reduce Pump Flow Multi Chillers
Isolate Tower
Control VFDs on CT Fans

C403.4.3.4

Control CW Flow

C403.2.4.3

Close Dampers
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Yes

Modulate with Appliance

C403.7.6.2

C403.9.2

Yes

Isolate Zones w/Flows

Adjust Unoccupied Setpoints

C403.4.3.3.2

Yes

Control DHW Temp

Shut Off if Not Needed

503.4.3.5

Yes

Use DCV

C403.12.2

C403.4.1.4

Yes

Vary Indoor Fan Flow

C403.7.6.1

503.4.2

Yes

Set HP Deadband > 20 Degrees

C403.9.1

C403.2.4.4

Yes

Prioritize Heat Pump over Electric
Reset Multi-zone Air Temps

C403.7.1

Yes

Control H&C in Each Zone

C403.6.5
C403.4.1.1

Yes

Shut Off Circ Pumps
Control Supply Air Temp

C403.4.1.1

Yes
Yes

Turn-down Large Boilers

C403.4.4.5

C403.4.1

One or More Units Verified

Description
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C403.6.8

Monitor Damper Position

C403.5.5

Detect Economizer Faults

C403.5.1

Prevent False Load by Econ

C403.3.1.1.1

Modulate Econ Dampers

C403.5.3.2

Sequence Econ Dampers

C403.5.3.3

Limit OA

C403.3.1.1.4

Relieve Excess OA

C403.3.2

Prevent Econ Heat Load

C403.2.6

Bypass Economizer
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About DNV

DNV is a global quality assurance and risk management company. Driven by our purpose of safeguarding life, property and
the environment, we enable our customers to advance the safety and sustainability of their business. We provide
classification, technical assurance, software and independent expert advisory services to the maritime, oil & gas, power and
renewables industries. We also provide certification, supply chain and data management services to customers across a
wide range of industries. Operating in more than 100 countries, our experts are dedicated to helping customers make the
world safer, smarter and greener.

